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', This report pro_ents the results af an analytical and experimental
:_ design study aimed at the development of Irnprowd welded metal bell,we
:: for application An cryogenic strata. Performance characteriatias for the
full range of bellows configurations wore investigated in the linear and
non-linear range of operation. The major characteristic of interest was
the change in bellows affeetit, e diameter over the operating range. Other
characteristics of major interest wore the bellows spring rate and the
maximum operating stresses.
The analytical work culminated in the selection of opposed and
nested toroidal bellows plates stiffened by means of alternating stiffener
rings as the most promising bellows configurations. Opposed toroids
appear to have the capability of maintaining constant effective diameter
within 0.3 percent for the conditions of interest. Radial corrugations in
the plates x:xay further improve this. Nested toroids, because more
convolutions are possible_ appear capable of meeting the 0. I percent
goal. Th_s, the theoretical work res',:ts in the l_gh degree of con-
fidence that significant advancement may be made in the state of the
a r t.
However, fabrication problems arose concerned with the joining
of the flexible bellows plates and stiffener rings required for the
promising config_urations. These problems prevented the experimental
verification of the analytical results within the scope of effort available
to the program.
_ Thus, while the program has not resulted in final experimental
,, conGlusions regarding performance of the promising designs, it has
:i accomplished a significant systematic evaluation of a wide range of
bellows configurations from the standpoint of their ability to provide
constant effective diameter. MoreoverD it has provided considerable
_ experience with the problems invo, zed in joining of mixed bellows
' stacks consisting of flexible plates and stiffener elements where there
!', are significant variations in plate thickness among the elements,
:_: partictdarly where there are large diameter to span ratios involved.
; This type of structure is felt to be inevitable in achieving substantial
,, improvement in the state of the art and_ thus, the experience gained
in this program will be helpful in" dove 1 -ping successful fabrication I
techniques. Finally, the test methods ..nd apparatus developed and i
:. built for the accurate measurement of cffectiv_ dian_ter under !
cryogenic conditions_ and the tooling available for producing experimental 1
bellows plates are important toots in the eventual development of i
constant effective diameter bellows.
It is recommended that these accomplisLments be used as the
basis for a continued program to improve the state of the art in
bellows seals. Specifically_ the next tasks should be aimed at
developing improved element configurations and joining techniques to
overcome the fabrication problems.
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INTRODUC TION
Tldn report prnnontn the ronult_ of nn anal,ytlcnl nnd experimental
dooi_n _tudy nirn_d nt the d(,w,lopmont of tn_p_ovod welded motet ho/low_
for application in cryogenic' _oa.lo. laorfoernanco char_ct_n'itltien foy the
full. range uf bol, lowo confl_urationn wore lnvontigatod in tim linear and
il non-ltntmr range of operation, q.'h_ major chnract(_rislic of Interont wa_the change 'in bellows oHoctt.ve diamett)r over the op_ratt_:, ranile,
Other characteristics o_ major interet_t wt;re the b_dlowl, spring r..te
and the maximum operating stressou.
The analytical work culminated in th_ selection of bellows con-
figurations having a high probability of substantial advancement of the
state of the art with regard to maintaining constant oh'strive diameter
over a wide operating range. However, fabrication problems associated
with the joining of flexible elements and stiffener rings having disparate
section thicknesses prevented experimental verification of the analytical
results within the scope of the program,
The program did attain siguificant technical accomplishments
in terms of the systematic evaluation of a wide range of bellows con-
figurations, fabrication experience with the type of structure _ re_
to achieve a constant effective diameter bellows, and _Pe :._ . n_nt
of test methods and apparatus for the accurate mea_tc _;._ u_
effective diameter under cryogenic conditions.
This work, which it is hoped will form the basis for future
development of improved bellows aealej is covered in this report.
Background
Face contact seals are used to separate the propellant from
the turbine drive gas in rocket engine turbopumps. The useful
operating life of these face seals is highly dependent upon the face j_
loading. This load must be maintained above a minimum value,
determined by the allowable seal leakage, throughout the operating
pressure range of the seal. Thus, the degree of control that can be
maintained over the face loading throughout this pressure range
determines the maximum face loading and, consequently, the life of
the seal.
The common method for controlling the seal face load is to
balance the force due to the pressure distribution on the seal face
with an equal and opposite force due to the pressure acting on a
secondary metal bellows seal. In theory, since these forces are both
ftmctions of the differential pressure across the seal, the seal face
load can be maintained constant throughout the pressure range of the
seal, and is determined by the value of the axial spring force present
in the bellows.
Tbt_ ideal situation, however, cannot be achieved in practice
since the e_fective diameter or area of a bellows can vary considerably
with differential pressure and operating temperature, Effective diameter
variations of ! to 5 percent are common over the operating pressure
range within the present state-of-the-art in bellows technology. This
factor represents a major limitation to the development of improvvd
balanced seals for advanced rocket propulsion systems.
Objective
The overall objective of the program is to develop configurations
for welded metal bellows which will minimize changes in effective
diameter while providing acceptable nominal characteristics throughout
the desired operating range. The immediate objectives of the study
reported here are the identification of promising design concepts to
meet the overall objective, the analysis of these concepts to determine
their feasibility, and the experiLnental verification of this analysis using
special test bellows.
M_thod of Approach
The method of approach used in this study consisted of the
following major steps:
Conceptual Design.- The identification and classification of
promising bellows configurations.
Screening Analysis.- Linear analysis and preliminary non-
linear analysis to screen out concepts which are not capable of meeting
nominal operating requirements or which are not promising for providing
constant effective diameter.
i,J
Non-_linear Analysis.- To predict the non-linear operating _:_
behavior of the most promising configurations and to select the final
design configurations for subsequent experimental evaluation, i_i
This approach provided economy in the analysis of the concepts _"
since the most detailed non-linea_" analysis was performed only for
those concepts having promise of success. The preliminary analysis, i
however, resulted in a tabulation of the salient features of the whole
range of concepts and, thus, provides convenient future reference
material. Furthermore, the systematic approach followed helps li_
ensure that no important concept categories were overlooked. _
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
A typical balanc¢_-pressuro, face-contact saal with a welded
metal bcl'lows secondary seal is illustrated in Figure 1. The nomenclgturo
and terminology for the following technical discussion are presented in
Table I.
Considering the axial free-body diagrams of Figure 2, axial
force equilibrium gives the _ollowlng result for the contact force, F s,
at the face seal,
Fs = Fb " -4-_"(DoZ " DsZ) A p (i)
where
_P- Pc " Pi (z)
It should be noted that it is assumed that the nature of the hydraulic
pressure distribution across the face seal is known to a sufficient
degree, either theoretically or b7 experimental measurement, to
establish the effective sealing .diameter, D . For example, if a radial
pressure distribution P (r) exists across t_e face seal, the effective
• sealing diameter, D s, can be shown to be given by,
D = (PoDo z,_ s "Pi "_ P(r)rdr) (3)
i Di/2
:; The reaction force, Ft,, between the bellows and the seal ring
consists of a component due Fo the axial compression of the bellows
_ from its free length, and a component due to the net axial pressure
force acting on the bellows.
_;: This can be expressed as,
_i _r (Do 2 DeZ )Fb = kA I + T - A P (4)
where D is the effective diameter of the bellows. Combining
Equation_ (1) and (4) gives the result,
_ _ (DsZ Z)a P (5)F s k_ _ + _-- - De
for the contact force on the face seal.
4
4-
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p
Face-Contact Bellows Secondary
Seal Seal
P
O
t
, Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of a Face-Contact - Bellows
Shaft Seal
.i i
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0TABLE I
Table of Nornenclaturo and Terminology
De = Effective diameter of the bellows
Di = Inside diameter of the bellows
D = Outside diameter of the bellow_
o
Ds = Effective sealing diameter of the face seal
F s = Contact force at the face seal
F b = Reaction force between the bellows and the seal ring
k -- Bellows spring rate
1 -- Bellows free length
A_ = Axial compression in bellows
Pi a Inside pressure
1= -- Outside pressureO
D - D.
S = o a span of the bellows2
t ffi Thickness of the bellows plates
._ core -- Flexible element of a bellows assembly without
ii the end fittings
, convolution = Two bellows plates joined at the inside diameter
pitch = Axial distance between adjacent weld beads
'!
": 6
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In de_igning a balanced pressure seal, it i_ attempted to sot
Do equal to D . Thus, for the ideal case, the contact force will be
in_iopendent ofethe differential pressure. The _pring force kA_ is
designed to provide the minimum force necessary for adequate sealing
with the minimum operational value of Al, as dctcru_tned by the possibIQ
shaft motion and seal wear.
In practice, however, even though D and D are balanced with
no pressure differential across the beUows,Sthe effective diameter will
change with pressure differential, A P, unbalancing the seal. It should
• be noted that, in general, the spring rate, k, and the bellows free
. length, _, will also change as a function of A p. However, if these
quantities are considered constant in Equation (5), then any nonlinearity 1
between seal force, Fs, and A P can be attributed to a variation in D
with A P. This is the convention adopted in this study, e
From a design point-of-view, changes in D have the effect of
increasing the maximum force which occurs on th e seal face, decreasing
its life. For example, if D increases with A P, then the second term
of Equation (5) will become e negative as A p is increased. This
requires a larger initial load, k_, as A p increases.
8
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DESIGN GOALS
The major bellows design criteria for this program are
summarized in Tabto If. These arc discussed as follows.
The specified ranges fnr outside diameter, span, and ires length
are commensurate with the space envelope available for the bellows in
the typical application.
The m_ ::hum spring rate specified is consistent with values
attainable in this envelope within the bellows state-of-the-art. It may
be seen from Equation (5) that the seal face load is directly proportional
to the spring rate times the bellows compression, A_. The com-
pression will vary during operation due to seal wear and axial shaft
i motion. Thus, the seal load variation during operation can be
minimized by proving n_.inimum spring rate. For a given preload,
however, the initialbellows compression is inversely proportional to
spring rate. Thus, the minimum spring rate, while maintaining a
reasonable value of initialcompression, is a desirable design goal.
The specified axial compression ensures that the seal will not
become unloaded with expected values of seal wear and shaft motion.
i Pressure capability of 500 psi is sufficient for the turbopump
application under consideration. The ability of the bellows to withstand
this pressure differential in both directions would provide maximum
flexibilityin the application of the bellows to various situations.
However, a bellows design which is capable of prov-'ding the desired
linearity but with pressure capability in only one direction would also
be useful.
._ The 300 cycle life is adequate for the limited life applications
of interest.
The seal material specified is Inconel 718 for its excellent pro-
perties at cryogenic temperatures.
The ultimate cryogenic fluids will be LH_ and LO_. For test
purposes, however liquid and gaseous nitrogen _ill be used.
The specified allowable variation in bellows effective diameter of
0.1 percent ensures that the variation in seal face load due to pressure
variations Will be consistent with the nominal seal load, For example,
typical values of the spring load, k_, in Equation (5) are of the order
of I00 lbs. (444. 8 newtons), i
i
If D is assumed to change by an amount AD and D is
initially equal to De, then Equation (5) may be rewritten in _he form,
2 AD]
r A De e (6)
= z p +zF s k_ + -_ De e[
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TA BLE II
_i Design Criteria for the Bollows
Outside Diameter 5 to 7 inches
Span not greater than O. 060 inches
Free Length not greater than 1.5 inches
Spring Rate (Ap : 0), less than 800 lb/in
Room Temperature
_. Axial Compression O. 15 iuches minimum
:: Pressure Range 0 to 500 psi, both directions
_i Cyclic Life greater than 300 pressure
i': !I cycles
•7. _i
Material Inconel 718
Medium LH z or LO2, testing in nitrogen
' Effective Diameter Constant within 0. I percent
___I .... .....-I _.111.... I ...... IlL_I_111 ......III II- I -.... . I._l _ II1-- _ - ill
for the specified conditions of Table II, this results in a possible
pressure force variation of 40 lbs. (178 newtons). Within the
existing state-of-the=art, however, a pressure load variation of 400
lbs. (1780 newtons) is possible resulting in much more seriou_ seal
,i face wear.
vE
It should also be noted parenthetically that the bellows is
expect6d to operate over a wide temperature range which alone will
result in changes up to 0.4 percent in effective diameter and free
length. Thus) to preserve pressure balancing consistent with the
above specifications) the ultimate overall seal design must provide
extremely uniform thermal expansion so that D s and De change by an
equal amount.
BELLOWS PLATE CONFIGURATIONS
At the outset of this study) a concept generation task was per-
formed to identify and classify the major bellows convolution shapes
of interest. Table III shows the range of shapes considered, classified
according to fancily and type.
Within these generic groupings, of course) there are an infinite
:: variety of specific conflg_trations and it is not intended to illustrate
' this range. For example, many specific nested ripple configurations have
been practically applied in the past. Also, useful shapes could be found which
,.: classify between the types shown. For example, the common single-sweep shape
ii probably lies between the nested toroid and the nested ripple.
It is felt, however, based upon the results of the subsequent
analytical work that the spectrum of performance characteristics for
the range of practical shapes is bracketed by these generic types.
Special mention should be made of the orthotropic* fiat plate
ii and toroidal convolutions. These shapes resulted from preliminary
i indications that improved performance might result from increasing
,,'-!. the radial stiffness of the plates without commensurate increases in
,i_ the circumferential stiffness. For the fiat plates, this can provide
,i increased pressure resistance without corresponding increases in the
i
_, spring rate. For the toroidal configuration, the resulting unbalance
between radial and circumferential stiffnesses offers _he possibility
of maintaining the toroidal shape more perfe=tly under axial deflection
and) thus, a more constant effective area.
Although the bellows plates were analyzed quantitatively in the
range of interest as described in subsequent sections, several generalized
- comparisons may be noted here.
:i
* Orthotropic - A speciiic t.ype of anisotropy where properties
(in this case, section stiffness) differ along locally
orthogonal axes.
1!
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TABLEII_.I
BELLOWSPLATE CONFIaU_AT[ONS
_. Family ,, , Type Convolution Shape ....
Neeted Ripple [
I i i i I
Corrugated Plate
Opposed Plate a
I ii i | |
Zero Inclination I
!
I
!
us ! i ii I
Flat Plate Inclined Plate [
L
ii ii i i i I i i l i ii i
!?- Orthot_opic (Radial
°' Cot rusatlons) [
m .,
lZ
.L
O0000001-TSB10
............ I.....I It _ll ....................................
: Pull, Oppoacd I
Partial, Opposed _ I
Toroidal
Nested _ I
! i iiii
Orthotropic (RadiM ,_ I :
Corrugations)
I'
_ f
ii
Full Toroidal I !:",
Segments r:
S-Shaped Shallow Segments I [i
| i
Inclined I
13
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A major distinction may be drswn between full or nearly full
_ toroidal plates and the remaining shapes. In the _ormer th_ stFossas
duo to pressure are largely membrane stros_fls and are nearly constant
in the plato. In the latter, radial bonding stresses are typically the
major component and the magnitude usually varies connidorably across
the span depending upon the particular shape. The toroid, because
of its largely membrane action, has a comparatively high resistance
to pressure load for typical plato thicknesses,
The shallow shapes, however, are typically more compliant
and more convolutions may bo fittedinto a given core length. Thus,
they typically exhibit a lower spring rate and a greater capability
for long stroke. Of these, those plates having a substantial portion
of the span with zero inclinati_u_ such as the zero inclination flat
plate and certain specific nested ripple configurations, have the lowest
axial spring rate.
In general, it can be stated that any plate in an opposed or
symmetric convolution will exhibit greater llnearlty (minimum change
in effective diameter) than its counterpart in a nested convolution.
Also, the full toroidal plate is theoretically the most tine_" con=
figuration under pressure load al_ne.
The effect o£ the radial corrugations in the orthotropic plates
is mainly the reduction in circumferential stiffness. This reduces
the axial spring rate of the plates from the uncorrugated case. Radial
bending stiffness is increased somewhat and the corrugations introduce
circumferential bending stresses not present in the uncorrugated case.
It is possible that, in some situations, the net effect would be an
increased linearity over the required axial stroke without a reduction
in pressure resistance.
The plato and convolution configurations described in this
section serve as a basis for the detailed analytical work described
in the following sections of this report.
"i 14_.,i, _"
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ANALYSIS OF BASIC PERFORMANCE
The d_nign ¢rltorta lt_ted in Table II connint nf tb,r_e major
typoo:
(a) Dimenntonai, Material, and Environmental Criteria
(b) Nominal Iaorformanco Criteria
(c) Linearity Criterion
The dimensional criteria specify the range of bellows diameter,
span, and length of interest in this application. All of the analysis
and experimentation performed in this study was concentrated in this
size range. For the large diameter to span ratios of interest, there
is no strong variation in performance with diameter. Thus, the size
of the bellows was fixed at 6 inches (.152 m) mean diameter which
allows the specified span variation within the specified envelope. In
order to maintain a low spring rate and provide ease in fabrication,
it is desirable to keep the span above 0.25 inches. (.0064 m) Thus,
the extreme cases of 0.25 inches (. 0064 m) and 0.5 inches (. 127 m)
'_ were analyzed for their basic performance. The free length specification
places a limitation on the maximum number of a given convolution
that can be used, and also, along with the axial compression require-
ment, sets a minimum of 10 percent axial compression. The plate
thickness represents the size parameter with the greatest possible
range and the performance for each type of plate has been studied
across this range.
The specified bellows material is Inconel 718 for its excellent
low-temperature properties. The main effect of the material on the
analytical results is that it imposes a design stress limit and thus
limits the range of useful application for a given design, Since the
linearity criterion is the predominant one, the design stress limit
has conservatively been set as the minimum Yield Strength in the
temperature range of interest. The specified 300 cycle cyclic life
_.. provides, in general, a less stringent stress limitation for Inconel
718. For reference in the remaining discussion of this report, the
Yield Strength and Ultimate Strength for Inconel 718 are given in
Figure 3 as functions of temperature. (1,2)*
The only environmental condition of interest presently is the
surrounding medium which has the effect of imposing the temperature
level at which the bellows must operate. Of the specified media,
LH 2 has the lowest boiling temperature at atmospheric pressure_
-423°F (20.36°F). Thus, the bellows should be capable of operating
from ambient temperature down to -423°F. (20.36°F).
* Numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references.
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-_ Figure 3. Ultimate Strength and Yield Strength of Inconel 718 in
.tbu Cryogenic Temperature Range
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IThe nominal performanco criteria described the capability of,
the bellow_ to perform their basic function. That is, to provide a
nominal sealing force and to withstand the combined 8tresses due to
axial deflection and pressure differential over a life of 300 cycles. If
a botlows design is inherently incapable of satisfyln8 these criteria,
its llnearity is of no practical interest. In general, analysis of the
nonlinear behavior of a bello_vs is more detailed and costly than linear
analysis. Thus, the method of approach followed was to screen the
various types of bellows f,_r their ability to meet the nominal per
formance criteria within the specified size range. This screening
was accomplished by analysis of the linear range of operation, as
described in the remainder of this section for the various plate shapes
considered.
N_nlinear analysis to predict the change in effective bellows
diameter under load was then performed only for those promising
bellows shapes, predicted to meet the nominal performance criteria.
Corrugated Plates
The general convolution shape for corrugated plates was
illustrated in Table HI. The opposed plate convolution is of main
interest in reducing the non-linearlty that arises due to differences
that arise in the reaction moments at the edges of asymmetric nested
convolutions under load. For evaluating the capability of a given pl_te
shape to meet the nominal performance goals of Table II, however,
the r.ested configuration is the most favorable case. This arises
from the fact that more convolutions can be included within the
allowable core length, thus, minimizing the spring rate and the stresses
due to the specified axial compression. For this reason, the nested
configuration was analyzed in this study.
Because the nested ripple plate is in common use as a bellows
seal element, considerable performance information has been
accumulated. For example, it is known that the predominant stress !
components in these elements are the radial bending stress and the
tangential direct or membrane stress. The distribution of these
stresses is quite dependent upon the diameter to span ratio. For
small values of this ratio (i. e. up to about 10), the magnitudes of ,
these components are comparable and the distribution follows the
plate ripples, often having large amplitude of variation across the span. i_
In this range, considerable variations in performance can occur as I
the detailed shape of the plate is varied.
For large values of the diameter to span ratio, which is the
range of interest in this study, however, the bending stress becomes
predominant as shown in Figure 4. This approaches a straightllne
17
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Figure 4. Predominant Stresses in aTypical Corrugated Bellows
Plate in the Span to Size Range of Interest
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variation across the span which is characteristic of fiat plate
behavior. In this range, the major factors that affect performance
are the overall plato inclination and the degree of coning or
inclination near the edges rather than the details of the ripples near
the center of the span.
For this reason, the analysis discussed in this s_ction is
based upon a standard plate shape developed by Sealol Inc. for seal
applications. It is felt that this represents a typical well-designed
bellows plate of the nested ripple configuration.
The solution of Figure 4 and those upon which the rcmaining
_, data of this section is based were obtained using the computer program
described in Appendix A. This computer program solves the generalized
shell equations as applied to bellows elements in the linzar range.
It, thus, provides an approxlrrmtion to the nominal per¢ormar, ce of
a bellows. Significant errors would be expected for the actu_l mag-
nitudes of the stresses under loads which produce large deflec_ion_
and, of course, this program is not capable of predicting nonlinearity
of the bellows. However, the predicted spring rates have been _ound
empirically to hold over considerably large deflections.
The nominal performance of the tested ripple plates in the
size range of interest is shown in Figures 5 and 6. In Figure 5,
a mean diameter of 6 inches (. 152 m) and a span of 0.25 inches
(. 0064 m) is assumed. The curves plot the peak maximum stress
intensity as a function of plate thickness. Th_s stress intensity
combines the effects of a 500 psi (3. 445 x 10 ° newtons/m 2) pressure
load and an axial stroke of 0.15 inches (. 00381 m). Figure 6 plots
the same thing for a span of 0.5 inches (. 0127 m).
Two curves are shown for the nested ripple plate in Figure 5.
One represents a bellows core consisting of 30 convolutions regardless
of plate thickness. This would provide sufficient stroke within the
allowable length of the core only for plate thicknesses up to
approximately Z0 mils (5.08 x 10 -4 m). The other curve allows the
number of convolutions to vary according to the maximum that can
be fit into the core length for each plate thickness between 1O and
20 mils (2.54 x 10 -4 and 5.08 x 10 "e m). Below 10 mils (2.54 x 10 -4 m)
the number was held at 60 which is felt to be a practical, although
arbitrary limit.
In both figures, the performance of the corresponding fiat
disk bellows is shown for comparison. This will be discuss¢_ in the
next section.
Figure 7 shows the bellows spring rates for each of the cases
given in Figures 5 and 6 as a function of plate thickness. The
discontinuity in the 60 convolution case of Figur_ 7 results from the
19
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fact that, with a plato thickness beyond 10 mils (2.54 x 10 .5 m) 60
convolutions can no longer b_ fitted within the allowabl_ core length,
Thus, beyond this point, the maximum number which can be fitted
in is used. This number, of course, changes as thickness is
increased.
The limitations in the capability of nested ripple plates for
; meeting the nominal performance goals can be seen by considering
the data shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7. Remembering that the
maximum allowable stress intensity is approximately 150,000 psi
(I. 35 x 104 newtons/m 2) as shown in Figure 3, it can be seen from
Figure 5 that the plate thickness for a 0.25 inch (. 0064 m) span
would have to be approximately 9 mils (2. 285 x 10 -4 m) or larger.
Figure 6 shows that the 0.5 inch (. 127 m) span is virtually precluded
from this application since the stress does not get down to the allowable
range until the plate thickness reaches 20 mils (5.08 x 10-4 m), No
further reduction in stress can be achieved through additional con-
volutions since 30 convolutions is the maximum that can be fit into
the available space for this thickness.
Figure 7 and Figure 5 show that, for the 0.25 inch (. 0064 m)
span, a spring rate of 800 lbs/in (1.4 x 10 5 newtons/m) or less can
be obtained in the acceptable stress range only for plate thicknesses
between 9 and 11,5 mils (2. 285 x 10 -4 m and 2. 92 x 10 -4 m).
Thus, it may be concluded that the nominal performance goals
could be met only for the minimum practical span, 0. Z5 inches
(. 0064 m), with a plate thickness of approximately 10 mils (2.54 x
10 -4 m) and greater than 30 convolutions. This is a very narrow
range of acceptable parameters and consequently must be concluded
to be a marginal situation. Any slight variation from the predicted i/
values of either stress level or spring rate could eliminate the acceptable i
entirely. For example a 27 percent error on the low side in ilirange
the predicted stress value, which is easily possible for the methods ;'
_ used, could preclude the use of the 0.25 inch (. 0064) span bellows. !_
!i For this reason, it is not felt that the nested ripple bellows i:_
configuration is suitable for this application.
:_ Flat Disks
As noted in the preceding section, membrane stress effects are _,
:: small for the corrugated plate shape in the diameter to span ratio i
range of interest. This implies that the corrugations and plate tilt i
have a relatively low importance in this range. For this reason_
.... fiat disks were analyzed for their basic performance.
23
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Accurate relationships arc aw, ilablc in the literature for the
linear behavior of fiat disks (3). Solutions are also available for the
behavior of coned fiat plates (i. e. Belleville washers) (4). The_o
are somewhat unwieldy however, and it was found that, for the large
diameter to span ratios oi interest, the reaulte are approximated
within I0 percent by considering the plates to act as a wide straight
beam with the same span, thickness, and edge conditions. This is
sufficient accuracy for the purposes of this screening analysis. Thus,
these approximate formulae, which are summarized below, were
used to obtain the fiat disk data plo_Led in Figures 5, 6 and 7 for
i comparison with the nested ripple plates.
" A schematic diagram showing the initial precompression and
,. pressure loading for the straight beam model of the flat disk bellows
-_: is given in l_igure 8.
-_ The force per unit circumference, F, required to produce the
j axial deflection, _ L, is given by,F= L (7)
where the spring rate per unit circumference, K, may be approximated
by,
_:. Et 3
:: K = S 3 (l - V2) (8)
where
E = Young t s Modulus
v = Poisson I s Ratio
t = l_late thickness
S = span
The maximum bending stress produced by this initial precompression
may be approximated by the relation,
3 FS
•f -- tz (9)
If the bellows is then pressurized with pressure, .P, an additional
bending stress is produced according to the relation,
24
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FL_ure 8. Schematic Dta_ram Showing the DeflectLon and
' Loading of the Strat_ht Beam Model of
the Flat Disk Bellows.
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Superposition el the two stress components given by Equations (9)
and (1O) at the point of maximum stress whore they add was used to
calculate the behavier shown in FigurcB 5 and 5, The spring rates
shown in Figure 7 were caloulated using Equation (8).
The salient conclusions that may be drawn from _heGe results
are that the flat plate bellows have a lower spring rate for the same
number of convolutions than the corrugated ply, re bellows. Also, the
bending stress due to axial compression alone is lower. However,
the total stress due to both axial compression and pressure is
significantly higher than that for the corrugated plates. For plate
thicknesses where the stress due to pressure is acceptable, the spring
rate is increased to the point where no advantage is gained in com-
parison with the corrugated plates. Thus, the fiat plate bellows is
also concluded to he unsuitable for this application,
Finally it should be noted that the per£ormance superiority
i shown in Figures 5 and 6 for the corrugated bellows does not con-
'_ tradict the observation, made in the previous section, that corrugations
near the center of the span have little effect in this size range.
Rather the advantages of the corrugated plate are believed to be due
to the more favorable edge conditions produced by the corrugated con-
figuration and the resulting smaller effective span.
Orthotropic Plates
As depicted in Table HI, orthotropic plates contain corrugations
_' around their circumference, lined up along the plate radii.
As noted An the preceding section, the major drawback for fiat
disks was that increasing the plate thickness to obtain pressure
resistance resulted in spring rates which are too high.
This can be mitigated by radially stiffening the center of the
:i span while leaving the region near the edges of the span, where most
" of the bending under axial deflection occurs, unstiffened. The
: stiffening of the central part of the span reduces the reaction moments
:, and the resulting stress due to pressure loading as well as the stress
in the central portion of the span. At the same time, the bending
I stress and spring rate under axial deflection are only slightly increased
_ since the central part of the span primarily tilts with little bending
under axial deflection.
Radial corrugations are a convenient way to achieve this
Z6
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etiffoning ueing n_amped platen, _nd they allow far the ponnibility of
nonting the plato, in a ntack. The radial corrugations alno provide
a decreased circuraferonttal ntiffnos_ which aidn in the denirod action,
An for fiat platen, thia configuration wan analy_ed u01ng the
straight beam approximation. The nchcmatie diagram of Figure 9
shows the model used. The angularly fixed boundary condition is
imposed as for the fiat plato by the convolution symmetry.
It is assumed that the center of the span is corrugated to
provide a section moment of inertia, Ij which is n times that of the
uncorrugated plate, Io. It can be shown from the properties of the
sections that,
n _ .5h____ (iI)
tz
where
h = amplitude of the corrugations
t -- plate thickness
Thus_ a mornent-o_-inertia ratio of I00 can be achieved for a
corrugation amplitude to thickness ratio of £oUr.
'i Formulae for the spring rate, K, and the stress due to pressure,
! _V, may be computed from energy methods using the method of4
i Castighano. The relation for spring rate per unit circumference is,j
'ii K= s3 (I- uz) (8x 3 -Izx z + 6 x)(I- n)1+ _'i
i
i which is similar in form to that of Equation (8) for fiat plates with
I the addition of the correction term. In this relation, x represents
; the fraction of the span which is uncorrugated at each edge of the
! span,
:i The stress due to the axial compression remains as given by
EquatioT, ,9) of the preceding section where the force, F, is computed
:: from Equation (7) using the spring rate given by Equation (IZ).
The maximum stress due to a pressure loading, P, is given
_- p sz . -z__.(i"___-)" (13)P tZZ + .11'
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Figure 9. Schematic Diagram of the Straight Beam Model for
The Orthotroplc Plates.
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which again is of th_ form of tho fiat plato rolation, Equation (10),
with a correction term. _'or the typically largo valuc_ of n of lntcroat
for thta configuration, Equation (13) roducc_ to,
S g (3 x . z x 2) (J4)
P 2 t z
Equations (7), (9), (12) and (14) were used to predict the performance
shown in Figures 10 and 11. The number of convolutions assumed
for these solutions was 30. Since there is no experience in etacking
this shape, this number is open for argument. However, the
minimum number used for the solutions of the previous shapes was
30 and this number represents the maximum number that can be
fitted in with a plate thickness of 20 mils (5.08 x 10 -4 m). It is
probably a reasonable maximum, even at the lower plate thicknesses,
due to the fact that stiffening rings would amost certainly need to be
provided with this shape.
Comparing the stresses of Figure 10 with the corresponding
fiat plate solutions of Figure 5 and 6, it can be seen that the radial
corrugations indeed improve performance in this respect. For example,
a 50 percent reduction in stress results for the 0.25 _nch (. 0064 m)
span with a plate thickness of 10 mils (2. 54 x 10-4 m). For a
0.5 inch (. 0127 m) span, the reduction is even t',lore pronounced,
almost an order of magnitude. However, the reduction in stress
is achieved only at the expense of a considerably increased spring
rate as may be seen from a comparison of Figures 7 and 11. The
net result is that, based on the nominal characteristics of Figures
10 and II, there is a small useable range of plate thickness for
each span. This is approximately 2 mils wide for the 0.25 inch
(. 0064 m) span and 5 mils wide for the 0.5 inch (. 0127 m) span.
Above this ra_tge, the spring rate is above the 800 lbs/in (1.4 x I0 5
i newtons/m) lil_t of Table II; below it, the stresses exceed the
150,000 ps_ (1.35 x 10 9 newtons/m 2) limit.
Although the nominal stresses are indeed lower than those for
both the nested ripple and fiat disk plates of Figure 5 in this thickness
range, the design is _till felt to be extremely marginal, In no case
does the predicted stress level fall below approximately 80,000 psi
(0.72 x 109 newtons/m2_. Local stress concentrations near edge
fixtures and at the transition points between the radial corruga'_ions
and the unstiffened edge region could easily raise the stress b_yond
the 150,000 psi (1.35 x 10 _ newtons/m 2) limit.
.... Finally, the reduced circumferential stiffness of the plates
due to the corrugations will require stiffening rings to achieve the
desired degree of linearity just to resist diametral growth under
pressure. Although this is a common requirement for most of the
29
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Figure 10. Combined Stress for Crthotropic Plate Bellows
(Radial Corrugations) Due to Pressure and Axial Deflection.
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shapes considered, it becomes most critical from a fabrication point
of vlcw when a large number ef convoluti*,ns arc required as in this
case,
Thus, the net effect of the orthotropic flat plate bellows is to
provide a marginal design similar to that of the normally corrugated
plato only with a smaller plate thickness. For this reason, it was
not carried further for evaluation in the nonlinear range,
Full Toroidal Plates
The use of toroidal convolutions is well-known for high pressure-
carrying capability. The welded version would consist of two opposed
semi-toriods, welded together at one edge and connected to adjacent
convolutions at the other edge by stiffspacer rings.
Solutions for the behavior of toroidal convolutions are given in
the literature. (3,5). The schematic diagram of Figure 12 shows the
major variables of importance.
: The following formulae may be used to compute the deflection
and stresses under both precompression and pressure loading in a
i: manner entirely parallel to that discussed in the preceding sections
for fiat disks and orthotropic plates. The formulae are limited to
regions where the following Inequalites are satisfied among the beUows
dimensional parameters (5).
S
"V > 40 (is)
S2 1
> (16)
2tR
,:. In this region, the spring rate per unit circumference is given by (6),
: Et z
Z = (17)
10.88R s ,/I-v
The maximum bending stress due to a force per unit circumference,
F, is,
¢)
3Z
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Figure 12. Schematic Diagram of the Full Opposed Torotdal
Bellows.
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•f = ...... . (i_)
t 6jll - v2 V'22 _
The maximum stress due to pressure loading, P, becomes,
The latter stress is a membrane stress and the approximate result I
applies within 5 percent in the size to span region of interest in this
. study.
=_ Although stability and buckling of be "_ws elements is always
• a consideration in bellows design, it is of si-. cial concern for toroidal
elements which often require only relatively small plate thicknesses
,_. for pressure resistance. When externally loaded, these elements
could undergo large deformations due to buckling. Since the present
application has as a goal the capability of pressure loading in both
direction, buckling limits were studied to determine whether they
impose practical design criteria.
0
No previous analysis was found for the local buckling of a
toroidal convolution. However, it is obvious that circumferential
effects and complex curvature will make the toroid more stable than
its corresponding straight tube. Available solutions for a straight
tube with external pressure can be used to set an upper limit on the
required plate thickness, t, as follows (3).
3
,
SubstitutinK the design pressure loading, p, of 500 ps_ (3.445 x 10 6
ne._ons/rn 7-) and the Young's Modulus, E, of 30 x 10 psi (Z. 07 x
10 _A nev_ons/m _) into this relation gives,
t
7- > 0.o4 (zl)
A more conservative mode of collapse is the local buckling of the
crest of the toroid. Using, as a conservative approximation, the
-. buckEng of a 90 ° straight arch, a lower limit for the required plate
thickness (3),
(-_,"'3 > z__..__~0.0z (zz)
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°for the abov.0 numerical values. Thunp the range for realistic buckling
limits lies between the values of Equations (21) and (22). Above this
range, the toroid is almost certainly stable and below, it iv likely
to bc unstable,
The relationships of Equations (17) through (19) were used to
prcdlct the combined stresses for toroidal bellows having spans of
0.25 inches (.0064 m) and 0.50 inches (. 0127 m) in Figures 13 and 14,
respectively. The stability limits discussed above are also indicated
on the graphs. The spring rates for these bellows are shown in
Figure 15.
It can be seen from Figures 13 and 14 that the combined stresses
for both spans are within the Yield Stress for the material (150,000 psi
or 1.35 x 104 newtons/m Z) in the thickness range between 3 and 10
mils (7. 62 x 10 -5 m and 2. 54 x 10 -4 m). The stresses are most
favorable for the 0.25 inch (, 0064 m) span where more convolutions
can be accommodated within the core length and the pressure stresses
are smallest. This span, of.course, also provides less restrictive
stability limits. Figure 6 shows that virtually all combinations of span
and number of convolutions give a spring rate within the design goals
in the plate thickness range of interest.
The location of the peak combined stress is also of interest for
the toroid. The stress due to pressure loading is nearly constant
throughout the torotd. The bending stress due to axial loading is
maximum at an angle of approximately 45 ° along the toroid from its
Z
mid span. Thus, the maximum combined stress does not occur at the
edges of the span where stress concentrations due to the weld joints
may be expected.
Modification of the toroidal plates to add radial ribs similar i
to those studied for the orthotropic flat plates was investigated. The i
purpose of this modification in the toroidal plates was the mitigation i
of shape changes which tend to bring about nonlinearity under axial _i-_deflection_ and_ as such, will be discussed in a subsequent section
treating nonlinear considerations. It should be mentioned here, however_ lli
that in the orthotropic toroidal bellows, the nonuniform stresses caused
by axial deflection of the bellows are expected to be relieved in addition
to the provision of greater linearity. 14
In summary, the full opposed toroid appeared to offer basic
performance which was within the desired design goals. From a
practical design point of view, fewer convolutions were required and
did not appear to present outstanding fabrication difficulties. Although
stiffening rings would be required to achieve the desired degree of
linearity, their number and cost is minimized due to the small number
of convolutions. Thus, it was recommended that this configuration be
further evaluated as one of the most promising for this application.
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Figure 13. Combined Maximum Stresses for Toroidal Bellows
with 0. Z5 Inch Span.
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Fisure 14. Combined Maximum Stresses for Toroidal
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Figure 15. Spring Rates for Toroidal Bellows.
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Partial Toroids
The advantages of the toroidal shell for pressure-carrying
capability arc apparent from the results of the previous section. These
advantages are due to the membrane action which only depends upon
the fact that the radius of curvature of the shell is constant across
the span. Except for boundary effects near the points of attachment
similar advantages would be expected for partial toroids where each
plate consists of a section including less than 180 °. These have
the advantage that more convolutions could be fitted into a given core
length if the plates were nested rather than stacked symmetrically.
Thus, the basic performance of the partial toroid was investigated
as described in this section.
Partial toroids can be assembled in various _onfigurations, both
with and without stiffening spacer rings as shown in Figure 16. The
angular stiffness of the spacer rings is extremely important,
especially for the nested configurations.
Qualitatively, the performance of the partial toroids can be
understood by considering ,the normal toroidaI membrane action coupled
with the resultant reaction forces produced at the boundaries or edges
of the span. The membrane stresses due to pressure loading act
along a direction tangent to the plate. Thus, in Figure 16(a), the
reaction forces, FA and FB, are almost equal in magnitude but have
a small resultant force, FIR , due to their difference in direction.
This reaction force tends to tilt the convolution and expand it radially
away from the centerline. The effects of the reaction force which is
always present for the configuration where the plates are joined
directly to each other can be reduced by providing a stiff spacer
i ring to resist the deformation as in Figures 16(b) and (c). This will,
i of course, produce local bending stresses near the stiffeningrings. In
!_ Figure 16(d), the convolution is or,ented so that the tiltingmoments
due to the reaction force at each end cancel each other. The con-
. volution, however, would stilltend to deflect radially outward,
!
i By attaching the plates to either side of the stiffeningring as
in Figure 16(e), the plate tangents, and thus the direction of the
resultant forces can be made parallel. In this way the reaction
loading on the stiffener can be reduced to a moment or couple which
would have to be resisted by the stiffener if tiltingis to be avoided.
If the plates are stacked in a symmetrically opposed configuration
as shown in Figures 16(g) and (h), there can be no section tiltingbut
the resultant force, FR, tendin_ to deflect the convolution radially
is much larger. This-'can be resisted, of course, if sufficient
radial stiffness is provided by stiffening rings as in Figure 16(h).
39
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Figure 16, Partial Toroid Convolutions Having Various Configuratio_q an__._d
Methods of Assembly.
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tThe partial toroidn wore analy_nd in detail_ uning the linear
computer nolution dencribed in Appendix A, for two limiting conflRurationns
(a) The case where the platen are attached together by
moans of nufflciently ntiff npacer plates so that the
span edges can be considered angularly and radially
fixed.
(b) The simple nested eonfigurntion of Figure 16(a) with
no auxiliary stiffening.
The variation of the total combined stress and spring rate for
six convolutions as a function of the arc semi-angle, ¢ , are pi,_tted
in Figure 17 for the fixed edge conditions with a plate thickness of
5 mils (1. Z7 x 10 -4 m). The results show that the combined stresses
are acceptable for this whole range of angle, } , with a minimum
in the range of 70".
The variation of performance with plate thickness for a given
arc segment ( ¢ = 60") is shown in Figure 18. Here it can be seen
that the stresses are at a minimum in the range of 3 to 4 mils
(7. 6Z to 10.16 x 10 -5 m) plate thickness.
Both Figures 17 and 18 show that the maximum stress
intensity and the spring rate for six convolutions are acceptable
within the design goals for this program provided stiffening rings are
used so that the edge condition for the bellows plates approach the
angularly and radially fixed case. The plates could be stacked
symmetrically opposed as shown in Figure 16(h) or nested as shown
, in Figures 16(c), (e) or (f). In the latter case, many more than 6
convolutions could be used, further reducing the spring rate :And the
:i stress due to axial stroke.
i
i Nested partial toroids without stiffening rings as shown in
! Figures 16(a) and (d) were also analyzed. The results showed that
_ severe shape distortions occur under pressure loading and the combined
stresses are intolerable.
Referring to Figures 16(a) and (d) for the definition of
variables, cases were run with*
= 60°
c_ = O. 1 radians
ii o < _ < 0.] radia_.s
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Figure 17. Variation in the Performance of Partial Toroids with Arc Length
For Fixed Edge Cpnditlons
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Figure 18. Variation in the Performance of Partial Toroids with
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A typical convolution dintortion i_ nhown in Figure 19. Variation of
the m_an cone angle, _ , wan found to have little effect on the
stressor. 'l_e major stre_en, on the other hand, arc approxtmn, tolv
in direct proportion to the pitch angle.
For a span of _.. 2S inch (. 0064 m) and a pitch angle, ,
of 9. I degrees (pitch :SO mils (1.27 x 10 "_ m)), the combi_ned stress
intensity predicted is 400,000 psi, (2.76 x 109 newtons./mZ) with a
pressure differentia! o_ 500 psi _3.445 z 106 newtons/mZ). This
assum:_s I0 convolutions and a stro!_e of O. 15 inches (3.81 x
10-3 m).
In order to reduce the stresses to the level of those for the
stiffened ring as shown in Figure 18, the pitch would have to be
reduced by a factor of about 5. That is, approximately 50 cow,solutions
would be required. For this case, plate clearance would be a problem
and fabrication would be costly. Although span and thickness could
be increased to reduce the stress or allow fewer convolutions, in-
dications are that the basic performance would not be significantly
better than the corrugated or fiat plate shapes.
In summary, the partial toroid plate shape are attractive if
stiffener rings are used to provide angular and radial fixity at the
edges. This configuration is recommended as the most promising
nested design. Without the stiffener rings, the partial toroid does
not appear attractive for this application.
S-Shaped Plates
The final family of plate shapes shown in Table III to be
analyzed for basic performance was the S-Shaped family. Preliminary
consideration indicated the possibility thatj in the nested con-
figuration, the reaction moments of successive plates would tend to
cancel due to the difference between the sign of the curvature for the
, two plates with respect to the pressure load. This would provide a
convolution resistant to the large convolution deformation of th_ type _:
shown in Figure 19. When stacked symmetrically opposed_ it was _
not expected to offer any advantages over the previous configurations
analyzed.
The dimensional parameters used to define the S-Shaped plates
are defined in Figure Z0. The range of these parameters considered
were as follows:
44
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Figure 19. Distortionofa Nested PartialTorold ConvolutionUnder
:: 500 psi Pressure Loading At a Fixed Axial Length.
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Figure ZO. Definition of Dimensional Parameters for the
S-Shaped Plates.
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Plate Thickness, tz 5 milB and 7 mile (1.27 x 10 "4 m and
1.778 x 10-4 m)
Cone Anglo,_=90 °, tZ0", 180 °
Wave Lcngth, A z S
i Arc Angle, _ . 90 °, 120 ° , 180 °
Span, Sz 0. Z5 inches (. 0064 m)
Mean Diameter, D_ 6 inches (. 152 m)
The various shape classes formed by varying these parameters
are shown schematically in Figure Z1.
These shapes were analyzed for stress and deflection under
_: both a 500 psi (3.445 x 106 _ewtons/m 2) pressure loading and an axial
stroke of 5 mils (I.Z7 x i0- m) per convolution. This stroke is
consistent wlth achieving the specified bellows stroke of 0. 15 inches
(3.81 x I0-3 m) if 30 convolutions are used. This, of course would
not be possible unless the plates were nested but represents the most
_ optimistic as surnption.
The stresses and spring rates were computed with computer
: program, NONLIN, developed by Battelle Memorxal Institute (6). This
! computer program which is described in Appendix ..'3 is capable of
i predicting the nonlinear behavior of a bellows and was also used in
: this study for that purpose as discussed in a later section. It is also
_" capable of predicting the linear performance, however, and is con-
veniently designed for ease in treating various plate shape inputs, t
Thus, _t was used to investigate the basic performance of the !iS-shaped plates.
The plates were assumed to be angularly fixed at the edges. I"
i This is again an optimistic assumption. It represents closely the case i
: where the plates are _tacked symmetrically opposed but would require
, stiffening rings for a nested configuration. However, it will be seen
that, even under the optimistic assumptions, the pressure stresses
j _ for these plates are too high. Thus, their analysis was not carried I!
i further under more realistic assumptions.
Ii : iThe results ol the computer analysis are plotted in Figures g2 1
and 23 where the results for the nested ripple and the fiat disk shapes
are also given fur comparison. Figure 22 shows the predominant
stresses as a function of plate thickness for each of the plate shapes
"' treated under two separate loadings:
47
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Figure 21 Classes of S-Shaped Plates Analyzed._
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Figure 22. Stresses in SoShaped Plates Compared with Corrugatdd and
Flat Plate Shapes.
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(a) 500 psi (3.445 x 10 5 newtons/m 2) pressure loading with zero
_ deflection.
i_ (b) 5 rail (I.27 x I0 "4 m) per convolution deflection with zero
pressure load.
It can be seen that the general behavior is similar to the nested
ripple and flat disk bellows. The stresses for the S-shaped plates under
pressure are higher than those of the nested ripple plates and fall on
either side of the flat disk shape depending upon detailed configuration.
The stresses due to deflection are all greater than those of the nested
ripple plates and fiat disks.
The spring ratesj given in Figure Z3, also have a similar
variation with thicknesses to the nested ripple plates and flat disks, but
are much higher, even assuming the optimistic 30 convolutions.
It can easily be seen that, forplate thicknesses where the spring
rate approaches the acceptable 800 Ib/in (i.4 x 105 newtons/m) range,
the stresses in the S-shaped plates are far above the design stress limit
of 150,000 psi (1.35 x 10"9 newtons/mr). Thus, the basic performance
of the S-shaped plate does not warrant its further consideration for this
application.
It might be noted parenthetically that Figures ZZ and Z3 provide
a convenient reference, summarizing and comparing the basic linear
performance of bellows plate shapes where bending stresses predominate
over membrane stresses in the large size to span range. Although
these families of plate shapes are not promising for the present high
pressure application_ they are generally useful as bellows seal elements _i
.., in less demanding situations. I_
Summary of Basic Performance ii.
The basic performance of bellows plates includes their pressure i)"
carrying capability and force-deflection characteristics. The analysis 13
performed in this _tudy shows that there are basically two categories of
such performance characteristics:
(a) Bending Plates - where the plates are relatively fiat across I,!
the #pan including multiple waves about the chord line. 14: I _
{
(b) Membrane Plates - where the plates form a significant
_ part of a semi-toroid.
The predominant stress in the bending plates under pressure is
the radial bending stress. For a given span, this stress is relatively
large and the plates must be thick to withstand it. This, in turn, leads
to large spring rate and deflection stresses or, conversely, a large
number of convolutions.
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In the diameter to span rang_ of interest, diameter was not
found to have a strong effect on performance.
Both catogorles were found to be susceptible to large angular
deformation or coning of the convolution section under pressure loading
when the plates are nested rather than being stacked symmetrically
: opposed. This is most serious for the thinner membrane plates and
for cases where the pitch is large and requires, in general, the use
of stiff spacer rings to withstand the load.
The major conclusion drawn on the basis of the analysis of
basic performance is that the membrane category offers the bes_
combined ability to meet the pressure and spring rate requirements
of Table II within the specified dimensional constraints. These can
either be symmetrically opposed full toroidal plates or nested partial
toroids with stiffening rings.
The corrugated plate bellows was the best of the bending plate
category. It appears capable of providing marginally acceptable
performance with a relatively large plate thickness and a large number
of convolutions. However, its performance is inferior to both of the
promising toroidal configurations and, thus, it was not _valuated
further for this application.
5_
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tNONLINEAR CONSIDERATIONS
The moat promising boliows plate configurations for mooting
the pressure and spring rate requirements of Table II within the
:' specified dimensional constraints wore fomld to be symmetrically
: opposed toroidal plates and nested toroidal plates, each with stiffenin_
rings. In the following sections p their linearity or stability of
effective diameter in studied analytically in order to select the most
promising test configurations.
The design goal for the bellows is that it will maintain its
effective diameter constant within O. I percent at a given axial corn-
' pression or stroke over the entire pressure range, 0 to 500 psi
(3. 445 x 106 newton/m2).
The method of approach followed was to conduct parametric
studies to predict the effects of the various design parameters for
each shape on the change in effective diameter. The optimum com-
bination of parameters was then selected for further consideration in
fabrication and experimental studies.
Symmetrically Opposed Toroidal Plates
: The basic element of the symmetrically opposed toroidal bellows
ii is shown schematically in Figure Z4 where the principal nomenclature
for this study is defined. Because of the symmetry, the plate may be
assumed to be angularly rigid or fixed at the edges as shown. Also,
it was determined in the preliminary study that sufficiently rigid
stiffener rings can be provided so that the edges may also be con-
sidered to be radially fixed. Thus, the model used for parametric
:! analysis as illustrated in Figure Z4 is free to deflect axially under
i an applied loading but is fixed radially and angularly at the edges.
I
i In addition to the parameters defined in Figure 24, the following
ii variables will be used in the discussion.
_' (a) Effective Diameter
" Defining an axial bellows force per unit circumference,
Np, by
N . ----_Fb (z3) It
p _rD s
53
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q_ O r
p - pressure
- axial deflection
S - span
, t - plate thickness
r - radius of curvature
Ri - inner radius
Rm - mean radius
R - outer radius
O
! @ = included angle o£ the toroidal segment
Figure . Z4. Schematic Diagram of the Symmetrically opposed .
Toroidal Plate Element and the Definition of Principal Nomenclature.
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. p
whore
Fb ._ reaction force between the bcllow_ and the .cal ring
D = effective scaling diameter of the face seal
': SE
:_ and combining with Equation (4) allows the definition of an effective
diameter as follows,
,t DN
DZ . Dz + 4 KAI s p, (24)
e " o P P
where P is used to denote the differential pressure across the bellows.
(b) Nonlinearity of Effective Diameter
. A. small .nonlinear perturbation, A D , of effectivediameter about _ts nonunal value, D , may be related to a pert.urbation
in bellows force, AN., by differenti_ting Equation (24). Assunting
that K&_ and Do are_'constant, this gives,
4D
s Np (zs)ffi . AZ D e A De P
which may be used to define a percentage change or nonlinearity in
effective diameter. Defining the percentage change in effective
diameter am,
= x 100,
A De De
'_ and combining with Equation (25) gives,
ZD AN
:_ go a D e = P D2s A Np x I00 _" -----P-15 (Z6)
e
where
p = 500 psi (3. 445 x 106 newtons/m z)
D "-" D = 6 inches (0. 152 meter)
-_ e S
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It should bo n_ed that the above definition assumes that spring force,
K_, ia a conata_t under pressure toad. In other words, any chauge
that might occur in the spring toad under pressure is lumped into
A N and thus, by dofinltlona into A D . This is in accordance with
the Pconvontlon discussed under "Description of the System, It This
convention is reasonable from a doslgn l)oint_of-view because any
change in spring force with pressure nppoars an an effective nonltno_rity
between pressure force and pressure, or as a change in (_ffoctivc
diameter. Moreover, there is no method for separating the various
contributing effects to a nonlincarlty detected in a solution for N
at a given pressure level and initialdeflection. P
Thus, Equation (26) was used to interpret the nonlinear computer
solutions in the following discussion.
The only parameter fixed for the parametric study of non-
linearity was the nominal or mean diameter, Din, which was taken
to be 6 inches (0. 152 meters). The other parameters were varied
in the ranges shown in Table IV.
A total of 50 computer runs using computer program NONLIN
were made to study these parametric variations as well as the effects
of the boundary stiffness and certain shape modifications. The
detailed numerical results from these computer runs are tabulated
in Appendix D. Typical stress distributions are also presented in
: Appendix D for plates having 60 °, 120 °, and 180 ° included angles.
'i The effects of the variation of each of the major parameters on change
_i in effective diameter over the desired pressure range are discussed
'_, in the following paragraphs.
J
Effect of Axial Deflection. - The percentage change produced
in the effective diameter between small uressure loads and a pressure
loading of S00 psi (3. 445 x 10 6 newtons]m z) as a function of the axial
i deflection of a single plate, 6, is shown in Figure 25 for various
included angles. (Reference Run Non. 1, 2, 3, 4, 15, 18, 19, 20,
t 21, 22 and 34 of Appendix D).
t
I It can be seen that the percentage change in effective diameter
is approximately linear with the axial deflection for a given included
angle and that there is a marked change from a large included angle
approaching a full semi-toroidal and a small toroidal section. For
the large included angles, it can be seen that to achieve the desired
goal of 0.1 percent or Less change in effective diameter requires
.... an axial deflection less than 5 mils per plate. Thu_, for the total
maximum axial compression of 0. 15 inches (3.81 x 10 "3 meters),
at least 30 plates would be required. This is more than can be
- fitted into the core length available for the symmetrically opposed
configuration, which is less than 1. S inches. It appears, in fact,
that only about 1Z plates can be used. Thus, the % A D can be no
smaller than approximately 0. Z6. e
!
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TABLE IV
,Ra_ngo. Of.Paramntcr _Vavi.at!o n for_the Nonlinoa_ .
Toroidal Platoa
_: Axial Doflcction, 6 0 to 15 mils
(0 to 3.81 x 10"4 m)
Thickness, t 3 to 7 mils
(7.6g x 10 "5 to I. 77 x 10 -4 m)
Pressure, p 0 to 500 psi
(0 to 3.445 x 166 newton/na g )
Included Angle, _ 60 ° to 180 °
Span, S (Approximate) 1/8 to 1/4 inch .,
(3.17 x 10 "3 to 6. 35 x 10 "3 m) T.,
i'
!.
,b
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"_ S = 0.216
O. S =0.25 in
<I ¢= 180 _ = 180 o
d
_ B S =0.25 in¢= 60 ° ¢ = 140 °
_ S = O.235 in
u
1
' 1060.1 p -_ 500 psi (3.445 x newtons/m 2)) O
t = 5 mils (I.27 x 104 m)
0.216 to O. Z5 (.005C: to .0064 m)
S = as noted on curves
D m = 6inch (.152m)
0.0
0 5 10 15
Plate Deflection, 6, mils (mx 3. 939 x 104)
iF_ure 25. Effect of Deflection on Change in Effective Diameter.
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Effect of Plate Thickness, - The effect of variatiL'n in plate
thickness on effective diameter for various included angle_ is shown
in Figure 26. (Reference Run Nos. 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 21p 24, 25_ 26,
27, 34 and 35 of Appendix D).
It can be seen that plate thickness has practically no eZfect for
the large included angles. The moderate effect shown for an angle of
60 ° is somewhat academic for a bellows where constant effective
diameter is the principle goal in view of the fact that its performance
in this respect is not competitive with the larger included angles.
Effect of Pressure Loading, - The _ffect of pressure loading
itself on change in effective diameter for a 120 ° plate with a nominal
axial deflection of 10 mils is shown in Figure ZY. (Reference Run
Nos. 21, 28 and 29 of Appendix D). It can be seen that, over the
pressure range of 50 to 500 psi, the nonlinear analysis predicts
very little effect on the change in effective diameter due to pressure
alone.
Effect.of Included Angle. - The effect of included angle
variation _i the change in effective diameter is shown in Figure 28
for two plate deflections. (Reference Run Nos. 2, 3, 15, 19, 21
! and 34 of Appendix D). This plot again shows that fact that a large
included angle should be used for minimum change in effective diameter
! and that the variation is small between angles of 1Z0 ° and 180 °.
Effect of Span. - The effect of span on effective diameter can
be. seen by comparing Run No. Z_ having a span of 1/4 inch with
Rm_ No. 12, having a 1/8 inch spans in Table D-1 of Appendix D.
Here, _ it can be seen that the change in effective diameter is
approximately the same for equal axial deflection, all other factors
constant. '_. Thus, from a design polnt-of-view, if more plates of a
smaller spa._ can be fitted into the a_ailable length so that the
,__ deflection per plate is reduced, the expected percent change in
effective diameter would be reduced according to the behavior indicated
.: in Figure 25. Thus, it may be concluded that minimum span is
desirable which, of course, is limited ultimately by manufacturing
:' ". di ffi cul tie s.
. . .
"'_ Effect of Bnu:_dary Conditions, - As discussed before, the
i_'_ sotu_'l'_r,__t_ed as a basis for the preceding discussion assumed edges
" wi:ich are both angularly and radi_.tky fixed. The ,_gular fixity is
',_ provided automatically by sy_nt_etry for the opposed configuration.
;_ However, radial fixity depends upon the use of a sufficiently stiff
i_ ri_g welded between the bellows plates. The actual radial deflection
of an opposed toroidal convolution plus practical stiffeners has been
estimated as approximat,.,f 1 rail. To determine the degree of effective
diameter chaug% that r_ht occur due to this actual radial deflection,
, dD • ,
a 1 rail radial d_Nqection was imposed at the boundary of both the
59
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p = 500 psi (3. 445 x 106 newtons/rn 2)
5 = l0 mils (2. 54 x 10"4 m)
0.6 S = 0°Z16 to 0.25 (.0055 to .0064 m)
as noted on curve
D = 6 inch (.152 m) !
:h IT%
!s. 0.5
_'_ "_ ¢= 60'
:. _ S = 0.26 in
_ 4 0.4
,2
4_
0.3
S = 0.216 in
.. u 120
. a. - . , a , . _= o
v
M t ,, 0 : ,,- ,,, , _= 180 °
,M 0.20 S =0.25 in
0.1
°.°z ..... 1
Plate Thickness, t, mils (m x 3. 939 x 104 )
Figure 26. Effect of Plate Thickness on Change in Effective Diameter.
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= ]20 °
t = 5 m_18 (]. 27 x ]0"4 m)
= 10 mils (Z. 54 x 10"4 m)
0.3 S = 0.216 inches (.0055 m)
Dm = 6 inches (0 15Z m)
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Pressure, p, psi (newton/m 2 x 1.45 x 10"4)
Figure 27. _;ffect of Pressure Loading on Change in Effective Diameter.
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!il " "
.', p --- 500 psi (% 445 x 106 nev,,tons/m2)
.!
0.6 t = 5 mils (I.27 x 10"4m)
S -- O. Z5 inches (.0064 =_)
D m = 6 inches (0.152 m)
0 ! ;-,, I ,,, I I,,, I
60 80 100 IZ0 140 160 180
Included Toroidal Angle, _ , Degrees
Figure Z8. Effect of Included Angle on Change in Effective Diameter.
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120 ° and 180 ° included angle plate (Run Nos. 13, 14, 30 and 31).
The results of these runs are compared with the identical fixed cases
(Runs No. 1, 3, 16 and 21) in Figure 29. It can be seen that the
maximum variation of change in effective diameter occurs for the
180 ° plate and is only 0.01 pe._cent out of 0. Z percent. Thus, the
error introduced by assuming a fixed boundary condition is negligible.
Interpretation of Results. - The results of the parametric
computer analysis summarized in the preceding paragraphs indicates
that the smallest change in effective diameter that can be expected
over the desired axial deflection and pressure range is approximately
0.26 percent, within the overall design constraints imposed in Table II.
It can be seen from Figures 25 and Z7 that the novlinearity
or change in effective diameter is due entirely to the axial deflection
of the plate and that its effects are fully present even at very low
pressures. Two physical effects can combine to produce this type of
nonlinearity:
(a) A nonlineal- force-deflection characteristic or spring
rate at large deflection which would appear in the solution
for combined loading as a change in effective diameter.
(b) Distortion of the shape by the axial deflection or load
so that the reaction forces produced by subsequent
(or combined) pressure loading are distributed
differently than with no axial deflection.
A third possible effect, distortion of the plate shape under the pressure
load itself can be seen by Figure Z7 to produce little change in
effective diameter.
However, it can be seen from Run No. 9 of Table D-1
(Appendix D) that the total axial reaction force due to a 10 millinch
axial deflection alone is only 2. 6 lbs for the 180 ° plate. Any non-
linearity in spring force would be small compared with this total
load, Run Nos. I and 3 for the same plate, on the other hand, show
that the change in reaction force for this deflection at 500 psi pressure
loading is 5. 8 lbs. Thus, it is obvious that this latter nonlinearity
must be almost completely due to Eflecr (b) above rather than (a).
The same conclusion can be drawn for the 120 ° plate from Run Nos.
16, 21 and g3.
Effect (b) could be produced simply by the plate tilt due to the
axial deflection. This was investigated by Runs No. 16 and 17 of
Table D-1 where two identical cases were run with no axial deflection.
They differed only in that the plate in Run No. 16 was tilted by 2.3
degrees to simulate an axial load with, of course, no shape distortion.
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p = 500 psi (3. 445 X 106 newtons/m 2)
0.3
Dm = 6 inches (. 152 m)
t = 5 mils (,.27 x i0 "4rn) ¢ = J20°
¢ = 180 °
°o Fixed Edge /
<_ 0. g 1 rail Radial /
Displacement
at edges
@
'_ 0°1
O
J
!
i
:_ 0.0
0 5 10
i. Deflection, 8, mils (mx3.939 x 104 )
r- Figure zg. Comparison of Change in Effective Diameter Between Change
with a Fixed Edge and a Si_ecified Edge Displacement°
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0The result_ for the two case_ were identical and virtually linear
over 500 psi. Thus, the dt'stortion of interest is actual _hape
distortion away from the initial toroidal shape due to the bending
stresses engendered by the axial deflection.
Design Studies. - Several computer runs were devoted to an
attempt to uncover design techniques for the opposed toroidal which
would reduce the nonlinearity due to shape distortion under axial load.
One general technique which was thought to be a possible improvement
was to provide relatively compliant edges with a radially stiff span
so that axial d,';flection is produced by plate til_, in order to minimize
the plate shape distortion.
One method for approaching the above condition is to vary the
compliance of the plate across the span so that the edges are relatively
much more compliant for bending deflections than the center portion of
the span. This was done in Run Nos. 46 to 49 of Table D-1 where
the plate thickness and moduli were varied across the span in such a
way that the circumferential stiffness was constant, but the meridional
or radial bending stiffness was much greater at the center of the
span that at the edges. For Run Nos. 46 and 47, the circumferential
stiffness was equivalent to a 5 mils constant thickness plate but the
i bending, stiffness near the center of the span was 9 times greater
than that at the edges. For Run Nos. 48 and 49, the circumferential
stiffness near the edge was equivalent to a Z. 5 mil plate and that near
_, the center to a 5 rail plate but the central bending stiffness was 36
_i times greater than that at the edges. The salient result was that
i the pre6icted change in effective area was exactly the same as that
for a constant 5 rail bellows plate. The distribution of curvature change
can be easily seen in Figure 30 where the _.ngular deflection, w_is plotte:d across the span for these two cases and compared ...th a
uniform thickness plate. As expected, the major effect was to
i concentrate the curvature change near the edges. However, it was
, so much greater in this region that any advantage from the stiffened
i central portion was offset.
A final concept for a shape change to approach the ideal dis-
tortionless toroid was the use of a non-isotropic or radially corrugated
plate. Here, corrugations in the radial direction instead of thickness
variation or modulus variation as described above would be used to
make the circumferential stiffness negligible compared with the bending
stiffness near the compliant edges. This would have the effect of
approaching a ttrigid-body'W rotation of the ideal toroidal shape and
might reduce the effective area change. This type of configuration,
however, cannot be treated using available nonlinear analytical techniques.
Thus, it is recommended that a critical experiment be performed to
check its effect on linearity. The basis for the design of a non-
isotropic opposed toroidal plate is given in Appendix F.
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Another shape parameter that might be used to reduce the change
in effective diameter is the selection of an optimum initial shape _o
that the nonlinear effoet_ due to distortion compensate each other,
Thie, in essence, means varying the initial curvature of the plate
awa 7 from a perfect toroid in an optimum wa 7. It n_ight be expected
that variation of the shape so that the deflected shape would approach
a perfect toroid might reduce the nonlinearity in reaction force under
pressure load. This was tested by Run Nos. 4Z, 43 and 44. The
results showed that the effective area change was identical to that of
an initially undistorted plate. In fact, as might be expected, the
nonlinearity is due to the shape change alone and minor changes of the
starting point have no effect.
A second curvature change aimed at producing a relatively stiff
central portion similar to that produced by the variable thickness
cases discussed in preceding paragraphs was tested by Run No. 45.
Here a peaked plate with a relatively stiff central portion was produced
by reducing the radius of curvature in the central region. As before,
this concept produces no advantage in terms of linearit7 and has, as
its main effect, the increasing of the peak stress in the plate.
Nested Toroidal Plates
_ The principal advantage of the nested toroidal bellows is that,
:_ although the individual plate behavior is not expected to improve over
the opposed plate case, many more plates can be stacked into a bellows
core having a given length. Thus, each plate is require_ to undergo
a smaller plate deflection which has been shown in the preceding
section to be the major variable affecting change in effective diameter.
Another fundamental difference is that the convolution is not
synunetric about a plane perpendicular to the axis as is the opposed
case. Thus, the pressure load is expected to cause a rotation of the
elements with a corresponding change in effective diameter even at
_; zero axial deflection. II.
A series of 50 computer runs were made to investigate the
effects of varying a number of parameters on the performance of the T_
nested toroid. Two basic configurations of importance, single and '_i
multiple convolution, were studied as defined in Figure 30 where the i,_
principal nomenclature is also defined, i_
In order to minimize computer time, the single convolution
(Z plates) case was used to determine the basic nonlinear behavior
of the bellows. The multiple convolution case was then used for the
more promising combinations of variables to study the effect of the
end condition and select the most promising bellows plate and stiffener
configuration.
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It can be seen from Figure 31 that, in general, a _tiffonor
ring is provided at each plato joint and the effect of varying the
sttffnons of thin plato was studied, In addition, all of the parametern
studied for the opposed plate were also ]nventigated for the nested
plate. The only parameter fixed was the mean diameter of the bcllow_
_: plate, Dm = 6 inches (0. l S2 m).
The [inoarity of the b_llows was computed as expressed in
Equations (2_) through (26). That is, the change in effect'lye diameter
is proportional to the change in axial reaction force, Np, between the]_ear and the nonlinear solution for a given loading.
The results of the parametric study are summarized and discussed
in the following paragraphs. The numerical results of the computer
: solutions are tabulated in Appendix E where sample stress distributions
for the plates are also given.
Effect of Axial Deflection and Included Angle. - The percentage
change 'produced in the effective diameter between small pressure loads
and a pressure loading of 500 psi (3. 445 x 10 6 newtons/rn 2) as a
function of the axial plate deflection, 6, is shown in Figure 32 for
three included angles, (Reference Run Nos. 4, 5, 11, 12, 15 and 16
of Appendix E).
It can be seen that the change in effective diameter is again
proportional to the axial deflection and has about the same overall
sensitivity as the opposed toroid (related to individual plate deflection).
The total change does not vary markedly with included angle in the
i; range studied (also true of the opposed toroid in this range). The
major effect of varying the included angle is to shift the curve downward
so that the deflection at which there is no change in effective diameter
from the linear case occurs at a finite non-zero value. This has
1 some practical significance since, by selcctlng _he optimum _, the
total range of change in absol=te effective diameter over a range of
ii deflections can be "halved.
Effect of Plate Thickness_ - The effect of variation in plate
i thickness on change in effective diameter can be seen in Figure 33 for
i an included angle of 140". (Reference Run Nos..17, 18, gl and gg _
_, of Appendix E). It can be seen that, for this case, the increase in
:: thickness from 5 to 10 rvAls results in a smaller absolute change in
effective diameter over the pressure range. _
Effect of Sl_an. - Although no specific cases were run to
investigate the effect of span alone, the behavior for one case can be
- seen by compariug Run Nos. 5 and 7 of Table E-Z where the span
decreases from I/4 inch to I/8 inch, all other factors except plate
thickness remaining constant. There was essentially no effect on
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m _ S Span
S Rm Mean Radius
t Plate Thickness
t Gxf r To reid Radius
AR s 6rf ¢ - Included Angle
L s Stiffener Ring Length
I A Rs Stiffener Ring
6 Thickne ss
Np Axial Reaction Force
t Fr 6x Axial Deflection
6 r Radial Deflection
(a) Single Convolution n - Number ofConvolutions
_! p - Applied Pressure
fl
R m ___
7-?i
:1 X
I,t
P
7-
_ r
N S .
P
(b) Multiple Convolution
Figure 31. Schematic Diagrams and Definition of Nomenclature
for the Nested Tor0idal Bellows.
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Figure 32. Effect of Axial Deflection on Cnange in Effective
Diameter for Single Convolutions with Various Included Angles:.
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Figure 33. Effect of Plate Thickness on the Chan6e in Effective
Diameter for a SinBle Convolution.
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change in effoctive diameter which ia the result expected from the
single plate ro_ults of the opposed toroid study, This confirms the
previous conclu_io_l that, from a design point-of-view, minimum span
con_i_tent with feasibility of fabricati_n is desirable since more
convolutions, in general, can be fitted into a given core length.
Effect of Edge Boundary Conditions. - The edge boundary
conditions on the plate arc provided by the stiffness of the stiffener
rings. The basic conditions used for reference in the single con-
volution studies assumed radially and angularly fixed edge conditions,
Here, the results are not markedly different from those of the opposed
toroid study in terms of the range of change in effective diameter ov_r
a given range of single plate deflection. !
J
Several cases were devoted to checking the effect of relaxing
the fixed boundary conditions. For example, the angulariy fixed case
for _ = 140 (Reference Runs 11 and 12 of Table E-Z)is compared with
the angularly free case (Reference Runs 19 and 20 of Table E-Z) in
Figure 34, both being radially fixed. This produced very little effect
on the change in effective diameter.
Also in Figure 34, the fixed case for _5 = 180 ° (Reference Runs
4 _,,td 5 of Table E-Z) is compared with one having an imposed radial
deflection of 1 rrtil (a reasonable value for typical stiffener rings) but
remaining angularly fixed (Re£.erem.e Runs 2 and 3 of Table E-2). The
total range of A D remains _l_c_-,_.the s_t_ae for these cases, the main
=_ effe.:tbeing a shi_ downward. _ This _ some "practical value, as
r,xentloned before, _n that It ,reduces the rnamfnum absolute change in
effective d_ameter experienced over th_ #_,nge of plate deflectzons. . o
The main conclusion from these studies is that so long as
i reasonable radial stiffening is present, the stiffness of the edge)
! boundary conditions does not have a major effect on the single
convolution behavior.
t
. Effect of Multiple Convolutions. - Because the nested toroid
! convolution is not symmetric, plate rotation must occur if the edge
stiffeners are not sufficiently stiff to provide angular fixity. Thus,
if the end fittings are very stiff so that the end boundary condition is
essentially fixed some variation in plate behavior may be expected
for succeeding convolutions away from the end fitting. The effect of
',', multiple convolutions on the change in effective d_ameter was tested
for a 160 ° toroidal plate by Run Nos. 23 through 29 of Table E-I.
The results are plotted in Figure 35. Here, it may be seen that the
two convolution casc gives a result significantly different from the
single convolution but that the difference becomes rrmch smaller as
i succeeding convolutions are added. The major effect is to move the
effective diameter versus convolution deflection curve down, thereby
72
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op = 500 psi (3.445 x 106 newtons/m 2)
R m = 3inches (7.62x 10"Zm) ¢ = 140 ° Ends
Radially Fixed,
t = 5 mils (I.27 x I0"4 m) / Angularl 7 Free
n = 1 /
0. I
k /
a. //
_¢ 180 ° Ends Radial1' / /
_ <_ and Angularl 7 @= 140 ° Ends Radiall7 andAngularly Fixed
. Fixed
9= 180 °
Ends angularI 7 fixed imposed
•_ 1 rail radial deflection
_: _ 0
_ _ 5 10
0
"-- "_ Convolution Deflection, milli-inches
1 '
,i [
/f -0.1 !
• .Figure 34. Effects of.End Boundary Conditions on a Single Convolution.
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p = 500 psi (3.445 x 10 6 nevctons/rn 2)
¢ = 160 °
t = 5 mils (l.Z7 x I0"4 m)
0.10 Ls = 40 mils (1.016xlO "3)
o _R s = 150 mils (3.81 x I0 "3 m)
O
_o Radially and AngularlyFixed End Conditions
n-- 4
' _I 0.05
_ n-- 1
.i
0
tJ
il N Axial Displacement per Convolution, milli-inches
:!
., .,_ -0.05
:i
-0.10
Figure 35. Effect of Multiple Convolution on Change in
Effective Diameter.
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.'.etaining the same sensitivity of change in effective diameter with
deflection but decreasing the range of absolute change.
The speci_c dimensions for the plate and stiffener rings are
shown in Figure E-1 of Appendix E. The decay of the effect of the
e_'_ boundary conditions on the deflection of the plates can be seen
graphically by comparing the plate stress distributions plotted in
Figures E-Z through E-5. The stress distributions in the second and
fourth plates are essentially identical and it may be expected that
succeeding plates will show no differences until the end fitting on the
other end of the core is approached.
Thus, it may be concluded that 4 convolutions are sufficient
for a good prediction of the effective diameter change in a multiple
convolution bellows of this type where edge stiffener plates are typical
of those of Figure E-1 in terms of radial and angular stiffness.
Interpretation of Results. - Comparing the basic single convolution
behavior shown in Figure 3Z with that for the opposed toroidal plate
shown in Figure Z5, it can be seen ti, at they are comparable from the
standpoint of change in effective diameter over the desired pressure
and deflection range. (It is important to note that the plate deflection
scaJe of Figure Z5 represent_ one-half the single convolution deflection
for comparison with Figure 3Z).
: The use of a partial toroid (_ = 1Z0 ° or 140 ° ) increases the
sensitivity of change in effective diameter with deflection in e_ch case.
.! However, this increased sensitivity is accompanied by an adjustment
in the zero change location for the nested plates. Thus, the net effect
is to reduce the absolute change in effective diameter with deflection.
'/
The major difference between the opposed and the nested cases
is that the latter are inherently capable of closer spacing, thus
i allowing more plates within a given core length. This reduces the
required deflection per plate and, thus, the change in effective diameter.
Since it appears that the 15 to 30 convolutions (30 to 60 plates)
required to keep the change in effective diameter below 0.1 percent
for the various O's can be physically fitted into the core length, this
configuration, unlike the opposed toroid appears basically feasible
for meeting the design goal. The analysis, of course, does not
consider difficulties in fabricatio'._ which are much more critical for
the nested configuration than for the opposed. These will be discussed
in a later section. It also does not take into account the design trade-
off associated with the variable number of plates for the various
_'s that may be fitted into the bellows core. Several multiple-
convolution solutions were devoted to this subject in order to select
the most promising configuration as discussed in the following chapter.
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SELECTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
BELLOWS CONFIGURATIONS
The objective of the analytical s_udi,_s of the preceding sections
of this report was the identification of those bellows configurations
having the best promise for meeting the l'inearity goal, constancy of
effective diameter within i 0.1 percent across the specified deflection
and pressure range.
In fact, only the nested toroid appears theoretically capable
of achieving this goal since sufficient convolutions can be used to
bring the nonlinearity within this bound by reducing the individual
plate deflection.
However, the opposed toroidal configuration is theoretically
capable of achieving constancy of effective diameter within the 0. Z to
0.3 percent range with the nuAnber of convolutions possible. Since
this is still much better than the present state-of-the-art for bellows
seal applications, it was recomrne:_ded as an alternative test bellows
for this program. Also the oppose/ toroid is inherently easier to
fabricate and was felt to have a considerably better probability of
surviving this critical step of the development. Moreover, the
radially corrugated version of tbe opposed toroid is felt to be promising
for further reducing the effective diameter change, perhaps bringing
it within the design goal.
In summary, therefore, the three most p. orntsing design con-
figurations selected on the basis of the analytical studies for further
experimental evaluation were:
(a) Opposed Toroid
(b) Radially Corrugated Opposed Toroid i!
(c) Nested Toroid
In addition to the nonlinear analysis discus_od in the preceding
sectio,4, further studies and computer runs were devoted to the selec_on !I9
of the optimum configuration for each of these designs. These studies !!
are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Opposed Toroid
The nonlinear analysis of single toroidal plate showed that the
axial deflection per plate and the toroid included angle have the
greatest effect on change in effective diameter. For the multi-
convolution case, the number of convolutions that can _ fitted into
the desired core length becomes important. The maxi_num number of
convolutions can be expressed approximately from the geometry of the
bellows as,
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L sin <zT)
n < s (l-cos + T.s sin(4,/z)
: where
i L -- core length
L = stiffener length per convolutio-in excess of the
_ s toroidal plate height
S = span
= toroid included angle
This is plotted in Figure 36 for a realistic span of 0. Z5 inches and
two stiffener lengths. In these plots, the fact that the number of
convolutions must be integer is taken into account. Realizing that
the individual plate deflection, 5, may be expressed by,
6-- ___.__L (Z8)
° _ Zn
the individual plate data o5 fhe preceding chapter can be modified to
reflect the number of convolutions possible in the prescribed core
_: length of 1.5 inches (0. 038 m). This is plotted 'n Figure 37 for a
0. Z5 inch (. 0065 m) span and a net stiffener len ',th of 40 mils
(1.0Z x 10-3 m). The corresponding spring rates and combined stress
are also shown in this figure.
It can be seen that, although stress and spring rate are
within the prescribed limits (150,000 psi and 800 lbs/in) across this
range, the stress is minimized in the lZ0 to 160 ° range of included
angle. The change in effective diameter increases monotonically in
this range, making 1Z0 ° the optimum included angle. This is a weak
optimum, however, and the choice of included angle is affected from
_ a design point-of-view by the fact that the 160 ° included angle allows _
:_ a reduction in the number of convolutions from 8 to 6, making the
:I bellows signif.icantly easier and cheaper to fabricate. The increase
; in change of effective diameter is felt to be small enough so that
the fabrication advantage is warranted.
_: Thus, the 6 convolution 160 ° toroidal plate is recommended
as the best compromise for the opposed toroidal bellows. The '
change in effective diameter is nearly independent of plate thickness
in the realistic 4 to 6 ,nil range. The recommended span is 0. Z5
inches and the mean radius is 3 inches. For the opposed toroid,
the angular stiffness of the stiffener rings is not critical because of
the symmetrical load placed on them. They must only be stiff
enough to resist radial deflections. This is true with stiffeners having
a net increase in convolution length of 40 mils as assumed for the
data of Figure 37.
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S = 0. ZS inches (.006S m)
L = l. Sinches (.038 m)
L s = Net increase in Convolution Length
_ due to spacers
I0
° I 40 mils
i _ 8 _._ Ls =
._ (l. OZ x 10 -3 m)
_ 6 ......
_ 5 ....
,/,0U _
o 4 L s = 80 mils .........
(2.04x i0"3 m)
1
0 I ! I , I , 0 l I I !
I00 Izo 140 160 180
ToroidIncludedAnglej¢ , Degrees
Fisure 36. Maximum Number of Convolutions that can.be Fitted
Within the Prescribed Length for Two Typical Spacer Lengths._
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Toroid Included Angle, , Degrees
I Number of Convolutions Im - • | | ,1:o _ _ _ _ 5
Figure 37. Performance Curves for Opposed Toroidal Bellows Having
The Msxirn-_ Number of Convolutions for Each Included AnRle.
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. For the corrugated opposed toroid, the 10 rail amplitude
corrugation with a half wave-length of 50 mils described in Appendix F
is recommended as providing significant stiffness ratios for experinlental
evaluation.
Nested Toroid
Selection of Stiffene.r Dimensions. - The results of the nested
toroid analysis showed that, providing sufficient radial stiffening wgre
present, the angular stiffness of the stiffening rings was not critical.
Radial stiffness is provided by using the maximum cross-sectional area.
From a design point-of-view, a maximum number of plates
having minimum span is desirable to minimize change in effective
diameter. The minimum practical span was selected to be 0.25 inches.
Since the maximum a11owable span, including both toroidal plates and
stiffeners, is 0.6 inches, the radial dimension or width, ZI R of the
stiffener rings should be approximately 0.15 inch. This wasSused as
the nominal value for the recommended design.
For the nested configuration, the stiffener ring length, L;, can
be related to the total core length, L, by
L s (Zn - I) = L = 1.5 inches (29)
To ensure that adjacent plates still have an axial clearance, 6 after
bei_Lg compressively deflected through _, the stiffener length _ust
meet,
L > t + A----L+6 (30)
S -- COS ¢ 2 n c
where
t = plate thickness
= included angle
Taking t = 6 = 5 mils, Equations (zg) and (30) may be solved for
c. and n. These are tabulated in Table V.
various _b to glw' L s
Selection of Included Angle. - Using the stiffener length tabulated
in Table V and a width, _ R , of ] e, mils, the change in effective
diameter was predicted for s_acks of four convolutions. (Reference,
Run Nos. Z7 to 39 of Appendix E). The results of these computer
solutions are plotted in Figure 38.
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TABLE V
Acc_,ptab]e C0rnbinations of Stiffener Length a.n.d
Number of Convolutions for Various Included Angles
Included Angle, Stiffener Length, Number of Deflection per
¢ Ls Convolutions, Convolution,
degr ee s milli -inche s n milli -inche s
120 25 30 5
140 30 25 6
150 35 21 7
j
160 40 19 8
i i
" 180 55 14 10.7
.i
t = 5 milli-inches
. i 6 = 5 milli-inches
'i C
'"_ _L = O. 15 inches
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It should be noted that a stack of four convolutions was used
instead of the actual number corresponding to each included angle as
shown in Table V in order to save computer time and fit within the
:: conveniently available memory capability. Also the preliminary
multi-convolution solutions showed that four convolutions was sufficient
to predict the basic behavior of the bellows.
Also plotted in Figure 38 is a locus of the single convolution
displacement corresponding to the total deflection of 0.15 inches and
the selected maximum number of convolutions for each included angle.
This convolution deflection is tabulated in Table V.
It can be readily seen by the points of intersection of thet
performance locus with the curves for various _ s that the goal of
0.1 percent absolute change in A D is only met for plates having an
included angle in the range of 140 _o 160 ° .
The combined stress and spring rate for these bellows plates
: are plotted in Figure 39. Here it can be seen that the stress decreases
with increasing _b and that the spring rate, although increasing, is
always well below the 800 lb/ineh limitation. Thus, it appears that
the optimum choice for included angle is 160 °.
:i Selection of Plate Thickness. - In order to test the effects of a
significant thickness increase on the performance of the bellows, Run
Nos. 40 through 4Z of Appendix E were made using 8 rail plates. The
results showed slight improvement of effective diameter change and
stress but a nearly five-fold increase in spring rate. Since it is
felt that this spring rate increase more than offsets any advantage
gained in constancy of effective diameter and that the increased thickness
may lead to increased fabrication difficulties, it was decided to use
the 5 rnil plate thickness.
Effects of a Welding Flange. - Later fabrication studies
indicated the desirability of providing a lip or flange at the edge of
the toroidal plate for welding onto the stiffener rings. Two versions
of this type of flange are shown schematically in Figure 40.
These were treated analytically by Run Nos. 43 through 50 of
Appendix E.
The circular flange of Figure 40(b) would not eonve.'ge to a
solution having acceptable accuracy on the computer. Thus, a fiat
flange model as shown in Figure 40(c) was used and valid solutions
were obtained.
The general results indicated that there is no significant effect
on change in effective diameter from this type of flange. Also, the
spring rate is not affected.
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._ 0.1 p = 500 psi ¢= 160'
_,' t ffi 5 mils ¢ ffi 150 o
R m 3 inches ¢ = 140 °
Sti£feners as
defined in /
Table V
u
#
,_ .'
Convolutlon Deflection, 6, mLUi-inches
,, ® /4_
, /
"_ /
. __. Locus of minimum convolution
J _
deflection required for total
u -0.1 specified bellows deflection
._ I
° I
¢= 120 °
I -f.
_ 6 p
Figure 38. Change in Effective Diameter for _arious Included Angles
with Acceptable Combinations of Stiffener Rings and Numbers of Convolutions.
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J
A L = 0.15 inches
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Figure 39. Maximum, _'ornbined Stress and Spring Rate Versus Included
Angle for Acceptable Combinations of Stiffener Rings
and Maximum Number of Convolutions.
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(a) No Flanges t
_ (b_ Flange with Radius I
,,
,i
O. 075 inch
/i
:I
,i
.!
_ (c) Flat Flange Model
• _!
;t
0.075
Fi[_ure 40. Definition of Edge Weldin_ Flanges Investigate0 Analytically.
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However, the peak stress is increased by a factor of over four
(from 40,000 psi to 172,000 p_i) putting it beyond the design limitation.
IVtoreover, it is felt that this type of configuration will also impose a
stress concentration further increasing local stresses beyond the
analytically computed values.
Thus_ it is recommended that the use of this type of flange be
avoided if at all possible within the state-of-the-art in welding.
In Summary.. - It is recommended that the parameters used for
the experimental nested toroidal bellows be as follows:
included angle, _ = 160 •
plate thickness, t = 5 tnils
number of convolutions, n = 19
stiffener ring size, L s = 40 mils
A R = I50 milsS
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FABRICA TION STUDIES
J
A specific objective of the study was the experimental
verification of the performance predicted by the analytical studies for
the most promising bellows configurations. Thus, with the completion
of the analytical work and selection of the opposed and nested toroidal
configurations, effort was turned toward the fabrication of special test
bellows.
The design of the bellows plate forming dies, welding fixtures,
and chill rings (heat sinks), as wel_ as the detailed design of _he
bellows plates, their flanges, and the mating surfaces of the inter-
connecting stiffener rings and end fittings was accomplished at the
outset to produce optimum hardware implementing the basic designs
resulting from the analytical work.
Because each of the selected configurations described in the
preceding sections requires the incorporation of stiffener rings into
the bellows core to achieve the desired linearity, they presented a
common fabrication problem, the joining of thin gage bellows plates
with relatively heavy stiffener rings as shown in Figure 41. These
configurations incorporate some modifications from the recommended
confi_arations of the preceding section designed to facilitate fabrication.
In each case, however, the modification was not felt to significantly
affect the basic performance of the bellows.
i Several joining techniques were attempted to so_ve the problems
associated with the plate to stiffener ring joint, but each was
unsuccessful within the scope of effort possible in the program.
This work is summarized in the following paragraphs in order to
provide a basis ior future development efforts. It is felt, at this
time, that the stiffened toroidal bellows can be produced using welding
! techniques, but modified tooling in order to implement revised bellows
'i
I plates and welding fixtures would be required to overcome the problems
{ experienced.
!i Inert Gas Welding
Th_ preferred method for joining the bellows elements was
i ine7 _ V_s shielded-arc, non-consumable electrode fusion welding (TIG
welr_ing).
Assembly of bellows plates and stiffener rings in welding fixtures
brought problems to light very early in the fabrication effort. A
combination of fit-up requirements and optimum location of metal
fusion resulted in unsatisfactory welds. Inner stiffener rings fabricated
from annealed hot rolled Inconel 718 plate could not be produced fiat
enough to result in intimate contact for the full surface of the bellows
87
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Fabrication Effort
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: plate flangos within the stiffener ring centering recesses. Blow-
through was experienced in those areas where the parts were not in
contact. The use oZ stiffener rings machlncd from annealed forged
rings in order to effect radial grain flow and reduce the effects of
the orientated grain structure of the reliedmateria1_ was IndicatQd.
Bellows plate weld flanges were designed with what was con-
: sidered the maximum practical radial dimension since the desirv.ble
characteristics of the toroidal type convolutions were predicated on
close control of the geometry at the juncture of the plates and stiffener
rings. The geometry of the stiffener ring as shown in the detail
of Figure 41 was chosen so as to produce optimum wetting and fusion
of the two elements in order to produce a weld as shown in Figure 42.
With 4 rail (1 x 10 -4 m) toroid plate f_lickn.ess and 10 miI
(2.5 x 10 -4 m) radial flange width, fixturin_ which would adequately
centralize and bottom the plate within its recess and still allow
adequate clearance between the welding electrode and the fixture
elements, required great attention to detail.
-' Numerous fixture changes and rebuilds were made and the
. effects of increased ring recess depth were evaluated by welding
elements incorporating these various changes. All were considered ineffective
: as solutions to the problem. A continuous joint of the quality depicted
in the photomicrograph cf Figure 42 could not be consistently produced
throughout 360 °.
In the light of the lack of success as recorded above, it was
necessary to consider alternate means of fabrication by TIG _'_slding
techniques and the possibility of alternate welding systems. !i_
,A design change compatible with the TIG system wa_ implemented i._i" !
for trial. This involved the addition of an integral lip on the stiffener i_i
ring, so located that it might be mechanically rolled over the bellows i_i ,
plate, flange, retaining the flange in its stiffener ring recess. Figures
! 43(a), (b) and (c) illustrate the original and the changed design. I
This innovation gave great promise on the first trial weld.
One plate was satisfactorily welded throughout the 360 ° pass. This
plate was an opposed type toroidal segment plate and was welded to
its . 200 _nch (5 x 10"_m) thick inner stiffener. The assembly sequence
required that another similar plate be welded to the opposite side of
the same stiffener ring. In the process of rolling down the retainer
lip on this plate, the clamping action or lip-to-flange overlap was
minimal over part of the circumference of the flange-stiffener ring
interface. This was caused by out-of=roundness developed in the
stiffener ring by localized heating during welding of the first plate.
The actual clamping was not sufficient to retai)l the plate in posit£on
during this second welding operation. The sa_ne end result developed
on parts having both plates lip-clamped in place prior to welding of
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Magnification 100 x
Figure 42. Optimum TIG Weld
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Figure 43. Stiffener Ring To Bellows Plate Jointii i •
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either plate, Changer1 in flxturinl4 wore uo_ effectire in the, re_duction
of thin pl_oblom.
Several trial wold_ wore produced with variation_ in flxturing
and stiffener ring design. Perfect 360 ° welds were not obtain_d with
any degree of consistency in the production of acceptable inner stiffevor
ring and plate assemblies.
Electron Beam Welding
As an alternate welding system, Electron Beam Welding was
selected as most promising for trial. Segmented toroidal bellows
plates and inner stiffener rings for both the nested toroidal assembly
and opposed plate assembly were made available to a subcontractor
for production of specimen welds. Temporary fixturing was fabricated
by the EB Welding contractor and trial welds were produced as
depicted typically in Figure 44. As in TIG welding, parts fit-up was
inadequate with fusion not occurring at the radius joining the bellows
plate flange and the arcurate form of the semi-toroid. However, the
: experiment indicated an excellent chance of success with proper tooling
and improvement in the form of the stiffener-ring recess. The sub-
contractorJs estimate of the funding required to fabricate proper
permanent fixturing, setting up the EB equipment and producing the
actual welds required for bellows assemblies was beyond the funding
available in the program at this point in time.
Brazing
Another joining system, brazing, which had been considered
earlier in the program and rejected because of anticipated lower joint
strength as compared to the welding processes _as at this point in
the program given serious reconsideration as it was agreed that
evaluation of bellows stability performance at less than the original ....
test parameters would provide a contribution to the program.
q
General brazing experiments were performed by a source
specializing in High Temperature Vacuum Brazing. The brazing alloy
recommended as most suitable for production oI a joint having maximum
strength and comparability with Inconel 718 alloy and its final heat
treating temperatures was 82-18 gold-nickel, The first process.
specimens consisted of an opposed type toroid brazed to an inner
stlffner ring. Again, the trial of an alternate joining system produced
prorrdsing results. Figure 45 is a photomicrograph of an early specimen.
An excess of brazing alloy occurred at the critical point ef the joint,
the juncture of the outer diameter of the inner stiffener ring and the
arcurate form of the seml-toroid. Several joints were produced in
which the control of brazing alloy in the critical area was given special
92
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Magnification 100 x
Figure 44. Electron Beam Weld.
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GROSS EXCESS BRAZE SLIGHT EXCESS BRAZE
Figurc 45. ' Brnzc Joint Specimcn' ,With Exces s Amount of braze Allpy
.o
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attention. Figur_ 46 _hown the progress m,_d_ in thin dtr,_etion.
Figures 45 _nd 46 show cross-a_ctions of the sub-assembly of
an inner stiffener ring and two semi-toroid plates. The attachment
of the required number of ouch sub-assemblies to intermediate outer
stiffener rings as shown in Figaro ,17 was the next step :in the
fabrication of toot bellows. The detailed parts wore delivered to the
brazing source for production of toroid-innor stiffener ring sub-
assemblies which it was expected would be TIG welded to outer
stiffener rings. TIG welds in the outer joints were expected to present
no problem since they were designed geometrically similar to conventional
Soalol bellows end iitting welds. Reference to the outer joint in
Figure 43(c) will further explain the geometry of these welds where
the weld bead joining the parts are formed by the fusion of elements
having a reasonable ratio of cross-section. This ratio is in the range
of two or throe to one.
Sub-assemblies were brazed and tested for leak-tightness.
These units required the repair of minor leaks in the brazed joint.
This reheat, while it was performed in a controlled atmosphere
furnace, produced an oxide layer on the surfaces of the parts. This
oxidized material defied removal by bake-out in the vendor t s vacuum
furnace, nor could it be removed by a reverse plating process which
produced unacceptable reduction in toroid plate thickness.
Although the original intent had been to TIG weld at the plate
O. D. t s the brazing vendor suggested brazing all joints in each
assembly simultaneously as a means of avoiding furnacing the sub-
i assembly units more than once. Trial of this suggestio_ would have
required the production of additional detail parts and the purchase of
considerable labor for pre-brazing preparation and expensive furnace
tirrm which could not be .tunded by the program at this point in time.
Surface Contamination
In addition to the problems associated with positioning of the
parts and accurate fusion location control as described in the preceding
sections, the quality of the fused metal was less than fully acceptable.
This proved to be due to contamination traceable to tenacious surface
oxides present on the 718 Inconel 4 roll plates fabricated from strip
as received from the reroUer supplier. Cleaning, pickling and
storage in evacuated containers would not provide the program with
contamination free plates. Experimentation did develop a successful
electro-chemlcal reverse plating means for this purpose suitable for
use on small numbers of plates. This process also resulted in a
means of plate thickness centre" _,hrough the removal of surface
material.
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Surnm_,y
While, the wo_'k to dat_ hr_0 failed to produce b_llowa Joint_ of
"2one|intent quality or t_nt bollow_ for the v,_rtfi_:at!on of porfor_nanc_
I)rediction_t it in felt, at thin ttmo_ that the experience gained _n thin
program will mr_ko thin goal attainable with f_rthe.r effort, 'rig or.
EB w_ldlng iB the r_commond_d fabrication method b_au_o of the
horr_ogeneity o£ the parts and the high anticipated Joint ntr¢_ngth,
Overcoming the fuuton problem_ will require teethed plato
shapes and improved welding fixtures, 'lnne plato attachment geometry
would take a somewhat different form, as would the £u0ion area on
the inner stifferier rings. Figure 48 depicts,an improved weld con-
struction which is felt to offer considerable promise,
In sums'tory, the work to date has provided con,iderab1_,
experience _n _he welding problems for bellows of the recommended
type which differ considerably from conventional bellows by virtue of
the stiffener ring requirements. Also valuable expertise with the
problems peculiar to Inconel 718 has be.n acquired as a result of
this work. This work, it is felt, can provide a sound basis for the
successful development of fabrication techniques for the stiffened
opposed bellows conflgtt_ation. ".....
/
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BnAZE JOINT
i_- _aimam.. . .b., , ,,, |
_ ' , t#'FENER
l,_JOINT
ii II ]
FRONT CIILLL
OPERATION
1, Weld Two I, D. Stiffeners
2. Braze I. D. Stiffeners ( Halls )
3. Weld or Braze Plate to O. D. Stiffener
NOT TO SCALE
Figu.re 48. Improved Weld Construction .
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DESIGN AND FABRICATION QF BELLOWS
TEST APPARATUS
A te_t appar_tu_ was dos4Rned and constructed for the purpose
of verifying the analytical results under rryogenic conditions, Although
this apparatus was not used for bellows testing in this program, _t
is described briefly in this section for reference purposes,
Specifications for the Tes_ Apparatus
The basic purpose of _he apparatus is, of course, the measure-
ment of the change in effective diameter for a test bellows over the
operating range of interest. Since the effective diameter or areas and
pressures of interest combine to produce large pressure forces in
comparison with the change due to nonlinearity, the approach adopted
was to balance the pressure force on the bellows against that on a
fixed, known area built into the apparatus and measure the difference.
Since the expected variation in effective diameter is quite small
(0.1 to 0.3 percent), the apparatus _nust be quite sensitive to variations
in pressure force and must introduce very little friction force at its
seals.
The pressure r_nge applied _o the bellows was specified to be
i 0 to 500 psi (345 x l0 newtons/m ) applied internally and externally.
The test bellows are to be deflected axially over a range of 0 to
0. 150 inches (3.8 x 10 -3 m). The fluid acting on the bellows will
be both liquid and gaseous nitrogen.
In addition to the static tests above, a fatigue test consisting
of cycling the test pressure with arnplitudes of 0 to 500 psi (345 x 10 6
newtons/_n2) with a constant applied bellows deflection of 0. 150 inches
(3.8 x l0 "_ m) was specified.
Description of the Apparatus
The apparatus, which was built and proof tested in parallel with e
the development of fabricatior, techniques is shown in the photographs
of Figure 49. Figure 50 shows an overall schematic diagram of the
test fixture. The description in the following paragraphs is keyed
to the element numbers shown in this figure.
The overall structure of Figure 50 consists of the main support
frame, base plate, and rods supporting a yoke which provides means
for adjusting the axial position of a load cell relative to a basic
pressure vessel in order to obtain load readings at various bellows
test lengths and pressures.
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Figure 49. Bellows Test Apparatus_
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Figure 50. Bellows Tt,st Fixture,
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The pressure vo_0el is insulated from the frame base by
Transits (l) which supports a steel pr_saure structure or base plate (Z).
Dtvoct]y atf;achod to this structure are a _tatic separable outer pressure
cylinder (3) and a multi-element static inner pressure cylinder (4) and
the lower element of a Bellows Test Specimen (5). Fill ports
for the introduction of the cryogenic LN 2 to the Inner and outer surfaces
of the test bellows are provided in the base plate.
Flow spreaders (7) or baffles will direct the iXow of the LN z
to minimize the rate of localized cooling in the test bellows chamber.
Fluid level sensors (8) were designed into the outer cylinder
wall to indicate the level of cryogenic liquid in the chamber outward
of the Test Specimen. The sensors are upper and lower elements
of an ultrasonic system indicating the range of the LN g liquid level
and are located to indicate complete immersion of the test specimen
in the LN 2 and provide assurance that the upper LN 2 level does not
exceed its design limit. Control of the LN 2 level in the chamber inward
of the test specimen is accomplished by a similar set of sensors (9)
built into the base (2). In each case, thermal isolation of the external
(16) and internal (17) diaphragms is maximized by insulating elements
(I0) and (II). Insulation (]Z) and (13) is also designed to assist in
the isolation of the upper section of the apparatus. These elements
are attached to cylinders (14) and (15) which transmit the forces
developed by the test pressures on the specimen effective areas to
the strain-gage load cell (25) which is adjustable in vertical position
to effect deflection of the Bellows Test Specimen through elements
21, Z0, 19, 18, 15 and 14. All elements of the pressure vessel are
thus to be cooled and temperatures of the apparatus stabilized.
Covering (24) was designed to provide a major means of reduction
of heat input to the cold bellows test chamber.
Figure 51 shows an enlarged schematic diagram of the
differential force sensing elements of the apparatus. The fixed
reference areas for measurement of differential forces are defined by
sealed cylindrical surfaces that allow at least 0. 150 inch (3.8 x 10 m)
relative axial movement between surfaces without friction loss. Self-
compensating rolling diaphragms (16) and (17) were selected as seals
having the desired characteristics. These elements, to operate properly,
must be isolated thermally from the cryogenic temperature in the
chamber housing. This is accomplished by means of the insulating
elements described in the preceding paragraphs.
Operation
In _peration the upper section of the pressurized sicle of the
vessel relative to the Test Bellows will be filled with Gaseous Helium
at test pressure to minimize loss of LN Z and for further protection of
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Figure 51. Differential Force Sensor _,
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the rolling diaphragm seals. Gaseous nitrogen will be vented to the
atmosphere from the low pressure Aide of the vessel. These conditions
will, of course, be reversed as the test pr0ssuro conditions are
reversed relative to the bellows.
Test Pressure measurements are intended to be read on a
precision pressure gage sensing the pressure of the GHe above the LN 2
on the high pressure side of the test bellows. Loads are to be read
on a digital indicator of the output signal from the strain gage load
cell. Refering to Figure 50, Test Bellows deflection is determined
relative to a Reference Height Pin (23) representing the compressed
height of the bellows. Adjustment of the bellows height on test will
be made by adjustment of the position of the load cell and actual
measurements of the adjustments of the position sensing element
(19) relative to the Reference Height Pln (Z3).
The apparatus was designed to perform Bellows Fatigue Tests
by cycling the pressure applied to the LN_ external to the bellows
over a range of 0 to 500 psi (345 x 106 n_wtons/m 2) at a rate of Z
cycles per minute and With the Test Specimen in its compressed
position. The GH3 blanket above the LN 2 fluid Will be the pressure
control medium handled through suitable valving and timing devices.
Testing
: The Test equipment was constructed during the period of bellows
fabricatio_ and proof tested. The Apparatus was subjected to 750 psi
(518 x I0° newton/m 2) water pressure at room temperature applied to
the inner and outer pressure sections with a solid cylindrical element
installed in place of a Test Bellows to separate the chambers. The
• only problem encountered concerned the rolling diaphragms (16) and
i (17). Clamping of the flanges of these parts proved inadequate as
! indicated in Figure 52 which is a photograph of a diaphragm which
ii pulled loose from the clamping surfaces. Roughening of all clamping
surfaces for each of the diaphragms shown in the partial view of
Figure 51 for the upper section of the apparatus proved to be the
_ solution to this problem. After this measure, the apparatus
' successfully passed the Proof Pressure Test.
Calibration Tests were not performed on this equipment as
fabrication of test bellows was not successful. Verification of diaphragm
areas was to be made against a telescoping cylinder having a sealed
sliding diameter comparable to the designed areas of the diaphragms.
Cylinder seal frictional hysteresis was to be obtained as the difference
in forces in compression and extension and removed to correct the
net forces, to be used in calibration of this element. Tests performed
at room and LN 2 temperatures would indicate temperature sensitivity
of the apparatus and need for the addition of temperature sensing.
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From tl_,e Clamping Surfaces
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CONC LUSIONS
The general overall conclusion that may be drawn from the
analytical studies performed in this program is that for the range oi
bellows pressure, deflection, and size specified for this application,
only toroidal bellows elements appear promising for achieving
significant improvements in holding constant effective diameter.
Opposed toroidal plates appear capable of holding their effective
diameter constant within 0. Z to 0.3 percent. Nested toroidal plates,
because of their capability of providing more convolutions within the
envelope appear capable of meeting the 0.1 percent goal. Even the
opposed toroidal performance, should it be attained, would be
significantly better than the current state of the art in seal bellows.
Both configurations require a core made up of alternating flexible
bellows plates and stiffener rings.
The fabrication studies pointed out the difficulty of fabricating
this type of structure in the desired size range. No successful
bellows was produced within the scope of work allow_,d by the contract_
although several individual welded joints were successfully produced.
The nested toroid, as was expected_ proved much more difficult to
fabricat_o The main conclusion reached as a result of the fabrication
studies is that the stiffened opposed toroid can be fabricated with
further development of the configuration near the bellows plate-stiffener
ring interface and improved fixturing. Considerable attention must be
given to improvement of the surface quality of the Inconel 718 foil
material and the use of light oxide removal procedures in order to
achieve good welds.
It has been concluded as a result of the test development work
that the pressure forces on the bellows in the desired range can be i
measured accurately enough to establish performance capability under !
• _ cryogenic conditions. An apparatus for this purpose has been designed t_
and built, t_
The systematic evaluation of the range of possible bellows plate !_
configurations for this application resulted in several detailed con-
clusions which are summarized below for completeness:
(a) The performance predictions for the conventional i_:_
corrugated plate bellows showed that it was ,.
extremely marginal in this application for meeting
the nominal performance goals (spring rate and pressure
resistance). Thus, it was not investigated in detail i
for non linear effects, and it was felt that corrugated
plate bellow_ do not offer promise for achieving the
small effective diameter change goal.
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t(b) The flat plate bollow_ suffers from the name factors
that make the corrugated plate un_uitabla in the
specified Ai_o range,
(c) A wldv variety of S-shaped plato configurations wore
analyzed and shown to have nominal performance
charactcrlstlcs comparable to, but generally inferior
to, corrugated and flat plato bellows.
(d) Analysis of orthotropic plates (corrugations in a
radial direction) showed that this feature has some
promise, particularly on toroldal plates, for improving
their linearity.
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RECOMMENDA TION
Th_ bellows dosign_ developed in thi_ program are expected
to significantly impro_ the state of the art in achieving omall change
in effective diameter re, cryogenic seals. Accol'dinglyp it is
recommended that this work be used as a b_sts for continuing develop-
ment toward this end.
Speciflcallyp the next phase of the work should be aimed at
developing improvements in the techniques used to wold flexible
plates and stiffener rings having dissimilar sectional thicknesses.
This wilt require modifications in both bellows plate and stiffener
ring configuration near the interface. Also_ improved weld flxturing
will be required.
!, ';
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DESCRIPTZON OF COMPUTER .PROGRAM "SEALOI2'
Computer program SEA LOL predicts the stresses and deflections
of a pair of metal bellows plates under combined axial force loading
and pressure differential. It uses the linear shell equations and, thus,
is limited to small deflections if an accurate solution is required. For
the present study, SEALOL was used to conduct the screening analysis
of corrugated and partial toroid plate shapes in order to establish
their basic performance capabilities.
In this appendix, the capabilities, the programming basis, and
a listing of SEALOL are provided.
Since NONLIN (described in Appendix B) is also ,:apable of
providing a linear range solution as well as a nonlinear one, a brief
user-orlented comparison is given between the two programs in
Appendix C.
Capabilities
i_ SEALOL can treat bellows convolutions consisting of the various
plate shapes shown in Figure A-l as well as combinations of these
cases. In the case of toroidal arc segments, up to four diHerent
segments having different radii can be treated.
The basic equations allow only constant plate thickness across
i the span. Stiffening rings can be represented only by imposing simple
i boundary conditions on the plate. (e.g. radially or rotationally fixed).
, Both differential pressure loading and axial deflection can be
': treated.
Governing Equations
The program Uses the classical first order shell equations
reduced to two linear second order differential equations in te_ms of
angular rotation, _ , and horizontal force, rH. This foemulation is
similar to the Reissner-Meissner transfrJrmation.
The governing equations can be written,
. ::' 1 10
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(a) Conical Platen
I
.. (b) Pairs of Conical Plates
.!
i'!
. (c) Flat Plates
:i
1
(d) ToroidM .hrc Segments ({nstde weld)
1
.-
! (e) Toroldal Arc Segments (outside weld)
Figure A-I. Various Shapes of Bellow Elements which can
i i i i i
b.e Treated by SEA.LOL. '
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whcro the oporators arc dcflncd by,
LI,z ()_ () + - -- () (A-a)dr 2 J+z'2 r r - l+z t2
'_ and qvj i_ defined as,
[ ;"i) ]:.' q¢ = p (z+ rz") + " '+z' (rz')
i
1 + u P (rZ 2:" !: " Z '11"r o
.I l+z,z - r ) - (a-4)
1 .:
The nomenclature for these equations is defined in Table A-I
and in Figure A-2.
The various possible prescribed boundary conditions for the
_. plate edges are:
t
i' (a) Prescribed Rotation or Moment
I
i
_= 0° or _i at r = r° or r i
D (0' + --_ _) = M or Mi at r = r or r.
_l+z' 2 r o o x
(b) Prescribed Radial Displacement or Force
rA @, . _E.U_ - _ II_ - r z' - -- (rZ
V_l+zt Z r Zr - r p
= u or U, at r = r or r.
o 1 0 i
,, TABLE A.I
Nomenclature
I
[B _ rotation of m!ddlo plnnl__
6 _ [_xiM di_p1¢_comont
= Eh3/IZ (l.U z)
E = Young ' s modulus
h = thickness of plate
H Z radial force
p = pressure load
V = Poisson's ratio
= rH
r i = inner radius
r = outer radius
0
.,. r, z = cylindrical coordinates
P = axial load
i u = radial displacement
:i V = axial _orce
9
,_ ()' = a--7- ( )
(),, = o.___( )
/3rz
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(r,z = 2
vi (6t)
-- v r
0
Figure A-2: Definition of Nomenclature.
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¢ = roll ° or rill i at r = r ° or r i
Method of Solution
The general computational method consists of the foltowlng steps:
(a) The computer program uses finite difference equivalents
for the governing differential equations (central difference
in the interior and forward or backward differences at
the edges).
(b) The program determines a set of influence coefficients
for each plate to represent the various deflections as
functions of the imposed Ioadings and edge reaction
forces.
(c) These coefficients are then used to formulate a set of
simultaneous linear equations for each element of the
i bellows,
(d) This set o£ equations is solved for the unknown
reaction forces taking into account the prescribed
deflections or loads.
(e) The resulting known edge conditions can then be used
to compute the displacements and stresses at any point
i in each bel'._ws plate.
! The computer program consists of the main program plus six
i subroutines. A logic flow diagram, defining the functions of the
subroutines is provided in Figure A-3. The FORTRAN II listing of the
program is given in the following section.
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i__ _ 1I.putD_-
Tranefcr Design Inpu_ to
Computer Input
i
Compute Shape Function
Using Subroutine Z FR
,I
Compute Geometric Parameter
,,._ Using Subroutine AFR
•:! Set Up Matrix Equation With
: Subroutine YBMAT and Solve
Using Subroutine SOLV
:! C mp e Derivatives Needed to ,,'
_! Get Stresses Using Subroutine DER
, i
Compute Displacement Using
Subroutine INTEG
iii i i ill, /
l jCompute Stresses and Influence Coefficientsi
1
I Solve for Final Solution and Print Out J
I
Ii i i i i
Figure A-3. Logic Flow Diagram of Prosram SEALOL.
i
'4
C MAIN PROBI,Fh_
C NRml PHORLEM _+UHMALLY GONTXI_UF
C N_a 2 CALCULATIUN FOR FINAL _ESULT UF PLATE A ONLY
C NGE=| ELFHLN_ _ uF SEALOL H_LLOW PLAT_
C NG_=_ ELEMLN1 b OF SEALOL H_LLOW PLATE
C RUE=3 FLAT HFLLU_ FUN YE_TI_
C NHC|t N_CP=I u_VEN MOM_Nlt _IVEN HOR|ZONTAL FOR_¢
C NMCIt NBC2=_ _VEN ANQULAH uISPeo GZVEN RADIAL DZSPe
C NHC|t HHCP=3 _VEN A_GULAR UZSPet GIVEN HORZZe FORCE
C NH31t N_CE=4 u£V_N MOM_NTt _ZvEN RAOIAL, DZsP.
C HC1e HC3m HOHE_I UR ANGULAR UZSPe
C BC2t HCA= HOR£_. FORCE UR RAUZAL DZSP.
C NBClt qCle HC_t= INSIDE BUUNUARY
C NBCEt QC3t HC4= UUTS_UE HUUNOARY
C NCONTmlt nNLY PUN G_VEN BUUNUARY CONDITION
C NCONTm_t CALGuL_TL THE tNFLuENCE COEFFICZENTs
C NCONT=_t CALCL,_IE THE COMPLETE SOLUT|ONS FOR T_O PLAIE
C STOP Itl IN_C _R
C STOP 666 SINb_LA_ MAtRiX
,, C SP ZS _PAN
,_, C SENSE SWITCH I UmPRINT OUT NE_ Y MATRZX_ UmCONTZNUE
C SENSE S_ZTCM 3 Umc_RCULAR ARC, tJ=SEA_OL BE_LO_
C DELT= CORRECTIvI_ _llE TO THICkNeSS
! C CPT=NORMAL_ZE[' PI, TCH
,,; C LOADal _NSZUE bUPPORT
C LOADmZ OtJT_£ub bUPPONT
C LOAD=3 COHPLEI_Y CLOSEU _ELLO_
DImENSiON C(IUt|O)t Z(150)t DFL(150)t U(|SO)_ SRDtl§O)e SCD(150)t
1 SkB(LbO)tSCB(ISU),GA(IOtIO)tCB(IOtIO)t
1 .(l=u)_ OZ(ZbO)_ UPZ(ISO)t Al(150) t A_.
! A_(LbU)+ A5(_50), _(1_0)_ A7(150)_ F(ISO)+ _(150).
t nF(lbu)t DG(15U)_ ZNE_(IO0)_
! RMOMT(IOO)t CMUMF(IOO)t FM(IOO)t COEl(lOtlO)+ COE_(IOtlO!
|tCOE[IOtlO)_PR(IUt2)tER(1U)tBD(_)t
IDSP(25tZt2)tUS(bUt_t_)tHO| (_Ut_tZ)t
:._ SRMMT(5Ot_t_)IcMMT(5Ot_t_)tFHS(5Ot_t_)
i COMMON Rt' bZt UUZt FI Ot OFt O_l CVPt A_t A_t A3t A¢* ASt A6* A_t] XNUt ut At CONS/
: 3 READ 1NPUT TAPE bt|3t((_A(Ztd)tZmllT)tJm|tG)
READ _PUT TAPb b_I3t((_B(ZtJ)tZ_ItT)tJ_t4)
qEAD |NPUT TAP_ _|OtSPTtNATAtRATH
READ ;NPUT TAPL btIOtESiXNUtSv
READ INPUT TAPL _elOtSPtR;tTHtDELTtCPT
HEAD INPUT TAP_ bt]_ININBC|INBC_tNCONTtLOAD
GU TO (StROOtbUU)tNCONT
5 READ Z'qPUT TAPE 5tIOtBCLt_C_tBC3tHC¢
_nO READ _NPUT TAP_ btHO|tDLIPRLUtLCONTtZRUN
1g FURMAT(bE12=5)
B01FORMAT(_E|E=St¢15)
1_ FORMAT(|OI_)
!3 FORMAT(TF|OeS)
PLS='I.O0
P_LmO.MO
NGEI|
LK=t
B10 NRml
URITE oUTPUT T_PE 6_8I_tIHUN
81_ FORMAT(///IbH eeeRUN NUMUERmI_ //)
6 T=TM
+ I17
00000003-TSC04
P_m_L_
PlmpXL
EmE_
GU TO Ilbol_p_tI_)tN_E
I_ DO l_ ,JmAq3
DO lb XmA,?
1_ C([IJInCA(IoJlebP
O0 616 Jm4ob
O0 Sl_ Iml,?
616 C||oJ)mCA(ItJ)
P?Am(SPT-CP;)eb_ekATA
go TO 20
18 DO 19 ,I.1,3
DO 19 Imlo?
t9 C|%tJ)mC_(I,J:e_P
DO Sl9 Jm_ob
O0 51_ I"l*?
51V ClZmJ)sC_(l, '_
PTBI-(SPT-CPT)ebPORAT_
NR%TE OUTPUT 1_P_ 6t21
?O PTRCPTtSP
ROmRI*SP
Ax]e/(EOT)
Olm12,e(lm-XNn°_,)
OmE_(Tee3.)/_l
C 0 XS STIFFNESS uF PLATE
WRITE _UTPU1'I_P¢ 6t 923
GO TO (901*90de_U3)t LOAD
9hi wRIT[ OUTPtI? 1_PE _tg_4tPLtPI
_PL '
_0 TO v20
902 WRIT_ OUTPUT T_P_ 6t9_StPLtP_
PnPLmPIe(ROee_-HZeD2)e3t_qISV
GO TO _EO
9n3 _NITE OUTPUT T_PE _tgE6tP_ePl
eo TO 9_0
gp3 FORMAT(f/_OH 6UAUIN6 CONUITIONS)
9p_ FORMAT(/_H SuPPOHT[b INSID_ AND AXIAL LOAD mEI5,5t
lCbH IN1ERNAL PRESSURE LOAD_E|_oS)
: 9p§ FORNATt/_TH SUPPORTED UUTSZ_E AND AXIAL LOAD mEIS,5/
147H [NT_RNALpHESSURE. LO_D_E_S,b)
9P6 FORMAT(13_H C6US_D BELLOw A_D AXIAL LOAD - _E_5,5/
139H INTERt_AL PRESSURE mEt5,5)
9_0 PLmp
_R|TE OUTPUT 1APE 6t22
WRITE oUTPUT I_PL bt23tHOtR%eSPtPTtTH
WR|T.E OUTPUT T_PE he2#,PL_EtANUtD,A
JmN.)
WR|T[ OUTPLIT i_PE 6,39,J
Pl FORNAT(5_H sL_LO_ BELLOI ANALYSIS OF FOsTE_ _ILLER ASS_, INC,)
P_ FORNAT(2VHO _kA_ETE_ USeD IN ANALYSIS)
?3 FOR_AT(SH _OeF_oblbH RI_F_oStBH SPAN_F_,StgH P%T_HmFSohII3H
1 TH.ICKN_S m_e,s)
P_ FORMAT(9HO L_UmElS,SIbM EmElS,St?H XNUmE|5,StSH DmElS,So5
_H AlE|SoS)
_9 FURMAT|_?H P_U_ R OF UIVI_|ONt N-_|_)
_0 NOESm_E
GO TO (5_o_3_?UI53)IN_E
q2 P_mPTA,DEL T
_O TO _O
_3 PTaPTB-D_LT
NeEm2
60 CALL SEALOL(CoHItHt)tPTe_Q_)
NGE_NGES
CALL 7FHICoNtHthtZ)
11H
AI313r_Nr_r_q TO_"_E
_Q TO _U
70 XlCm_j-p
Hm_PlXN
, dmN,l
' _[T[ OUTPllT I_Pb 6t73
?_ FU_MAT(32HQ P_! .ELLUW PLATF FO_ TEST|N_)
UO 7_ TuloJ
_X=X
Z(1)mOsO
UZ(1)m()eU
76 U(;7(llmOen
uO C_LL AFR(_eZo;,tM_Ar_UoO,_)
_ KOf_Tat
UO TO (8#,qb)e,_H
_4 O0 TO (¥gt_5*_l)e NCO_T
_G2=O.
_C3mO,
BC4:0.
P=O.
PlmO.
GO TOf_t_?_B_t_tgl)t_])mKoNT
. _0 TO _9
_0 TO _9
i i O0 TO _q
_U P=l.
,,_ _0 TO 99
O0 TO ee
: Bc3:o8_3
) _C_:-_C_
! PmPL •
.)
' PI=PlL
_:( ¢q W_lTE OUTPIIT T_PE 6t)5
i WH|TE OUTPIIT T_W_ et_
_0 TO (30,31)_¢.33))NHC1
-il _O W_ZTE OUTPUT T_-P_ O_35oUCLtRG2
-i O0 TO _0
_) _1W_|TE OUTPUT T_PE 6)3O,UC_e_C2
O0 TO _0
_ W_ZTE oUTPI)T T_E ho37_C_tBGE
_0 TO _0
_3 WHITE OUTPUT T_PE _.3_)uC_._¢2
, O0 TO #0
)_ FORMAT(_H .UUNUARY CUNU|T_ONS)
?_ FORMAT(EIH _| I_SIUE UOUND_RY}
_ FURMAT(qH MOh_NTmE13.St_VH HOR|ZONTAL FORCEaE'|3
)b FORMAT(IbH Ai_ULAR OIsPenE13._t|_H HADIAL D)SptmE|3.b)
3? FORMAT(IbH At,_ULAR D|sPtmEI4._tI_H HORIZONT&L FORCEaEI3_5}
_ FORMAT(gH MOv_'_lmEt3eStlbH RAO|AL OIsPeIE|).5)
_0 WHITE OUTPUT r_PE O)_l
_0 TO (33n)331o_t333)tNeC2
_ FORMAT (lqHO UUTbTD_ HUuNDARy)
330 WRZTE oUTPUT T.PL bt35tuG_tbG6
O0 ?0 lO0
331 wHIr( OUTPUT l_E _.30ouC_tOC_
O0 TO I00
3_ W_ITE OUTPUT I_PE 6.37tUC3tSG_
...... _ .................................... 119
O00C)C)OO _T.qP_n
° "_ )
Q0 TO 100
3_3 WHITE OUTPIIT I_ ht3htitIC,.'_,h(,,_
QO Tn lOu
I_U _a VF'u_l
_t_ITE r)UTPtlT l_l,'b hefi39ePePI
O,"@Q#;'OHMAT(/16H _A|AI. L.,(I't_iJNP..|3o_t2),H _NT_RNA(., PH£S_qLIR[n_|3eS_
C_LL Y_HAT (F qpbel*lght)kNUgl_lUgN_C] 9NHC_-oSVtP_PT +I_C19_C2ei'.J(J3tHC_,,
SVNSAVF
C CALCtJI..AT_Okl OF V_.HTICAL D_FI _CTION
l_0 C_,I,.L I,,tT(f.01iFolle_)L)FL)
JIINIE
WHI_E oUTPUT 'l_hl_ hilEE
W_ITE nUTPUT I'_(eE h_(_3
W_ZTE _UTPUT T_'e' _+llt_9(H(2et),DFL(Z),Z=2_J)
OFL(l)m0o0
ZNEWI1)mZIP)
DO 13o Im_.)J
110 Z('.¢Ew(I)mZ(PeI)$uFL(I)
WWITE ,1UTPUT 'i'_t:. (_e13;_
WRITE OUIPUT T_i'l_. 6,133
WRITE OUTPLIT I/'kPl_ hgI;_q,9(H(;_eI)eZhEW(I),_mled)
1._ FO_MAT(ESHn /.(1) nFT_R O_FOHMATION)
133 FORMAT(|OgH R ZNEW R ZNEW
I P ZNt.,w R ZNEW)
1_. P'tJ_MI411_¢)H0 vl_hllCAI. IJP..FLECIION)
1P._ FORMAT (3(Flb._e_13,5))
123 FORMAT( 1UgH I_ F_FL H DFI
1 P DPL R DFL)
C DFLmVE_TICAL bt.k LECT|ON
¢ U ¢|)am_AOIAL OIbPi,.._,CEMEN1
:' C S_DmOIwECT STH_.bb IN NAUZ/_L UIRECTION
C $COmOTi"tECT 5Tl..'h..bS IN CIHCOMFLRENTT_L UIRECTION
C SRHmRE_D.,[N(I $1_1_'_5 IN RAULAL DIRECTION
C SCRmI_E',IDING bt_h..b5 IN clRF,.,UMPERENTIAL DIRECTION
HINTImH
Hat
DO 150 ImgtN
C1mXNL)_e( I )/H ( .t )
C)mAT ( l ) o (p-PI _ (k ( I ) e_'E-RU_..,.,_) / (2.gCVP)) +pI_,R (_) e'UZ(IT
U (t )=n*_vp¢'(Oo (_)-C I-C_)/.S (Z)
ClmA5 (I) eR (IT/_VP
Ci_mmR(I) _HeCI
5RO ( I ) am((_ (I) _i,L _I) _CVP_ (P'PI e (R (IT _"¢'2"ROeCt2) / (_.iCVP) ) )/CE
SCO( I t m(L)_ (I)-P'I_ (I) w'OL(i) )4 (HeC|)
HEmWee
RHOMT(1)m-r_(I_P (_)•XNbel. (I)/H(I))/C|
CMOMT(I)s-_(PI_)/_(|)_ANU_{)F(I))/C!
SWBII)m_,'_RPOr I (1)tR_
$Ci_ (I) mbe'_C_O,. I (IT/HE
FH(I)=O(I)IR(,I)
: _0 CONTI_, IE
WHITE OUTplJ1 IAt, t _t],HO
WRITE nUTPlIT I_'L h,l_l
: WRITE OUTPUT T_WE. h)|H2
WRITE OUTPUT l_k'b O,;183tI_tR(1)tU(Ii)SRU(T)tSCI)(1)t_R_(1)tSCHtl)e
11m2_N)
: IRO FORMAT(3bHIt ,_bl_|. [)IIPLwC_MENT _NU 5TRESSES1
,, l_| FORNAT (101H LUC/_ I ION RAI))r)ISP, k_U,ULR_STRFSS
: 1TAN.DI_*ST_Fb_ I_U,REND)blRE_5 TAN_HENf)oSTHFS_)
lP._a FNHMAT(gHH & ME1) it(t) bi_U(I)
1 _cr)(I) ,SRHiI) ,5Ci4(I))
)n3 FORMAT(15)_FIh,b)
WHITE OIJTPHT TAP'F..F_JMS)
WWITE OUTPUT I.P_ htIH_I(ItRII)tR'_iJMI(I)tCMOMT{T)tFH(1)t F(T).ImEt
IN)
lCt_ Fr)W_AT(HIH(I _ hE1) Rh'0MT(I1 C(";uMl ( I )
JZ0
#,
00000003-TSC07
I PlO_, FnltCE ANL_, O_ ROT,)
H"HINT
I.QH _O T_ (IVrlt_._ut-_UU),r_F
|_0 CO_|(ltKUHT)=_ (_)
' CUEI(_,ROHT)=_ (l_)
: COF:] (4eKUHT)m_(N)
J=NtP
(:UP:! (_, KONT) ._,_ _.(_)
],q2 KUNTm] eKUNT
GO Tn _
_ 1q5 *RITE mUTPI_T I_'_ htlVMW[4ITE _LJTpl)I |_P_. t_e|9_
_,¢)8 FORMATI3_Hfl II4FLIJENCI;, (-(RPFICIENT._ OF PLATE A)
|q9 FORMAT (73H0 M= HI M_ h_
1 P l-I)
WRITE _UTRUT 1w_'L _t OIUt((CUEIIIeJ)tJ"lt6).I=I_5)
61Q FUiqMAT(6E1 _,b)
GO TO (300t_t_db_t_JCL)rqT
8;_0 NGE=E
PLS= 1 • 0
PISaO,O
(}0 TO 6
260 COER(],KONT)=r (g)
COE_ (3_ KUNT ) =F (tw)
'} C0_2 (_t KONT) =b _lw)
.' JmNI2
"' COE2 (5_KONT) =, P&-(J)
_4_. KUNT=)¢KUMT
GO TO ,_5
E4.5 wRITE 'IUTPUT T_P'E 6t_M
_4b WRITE (1UTPUT TA_'b 6t199
2_8 FORMAT(3_HO INI'LUENC_ COEFFICIENTS OF PLATE R)
WRITE OUTPIIT T_P¢ _t blk_tt ((COE2(IeJ)tdm=lt6.)tIm|tS)
GO TO (300_30Ut;'#9)tNCOrWT
.:.( 2_9 DO 25o I=_._
._ O0 250 Jmlt_
': 2qO COE(t tJ)mCOEt (I_,d)_,COE_(I_J)
O0 255 J=It4
:',i _R(j,I)=COF._(o,=_+COE_(,_,_)
L_
_5 PR(Je_) =COF.1 (JtO) #€x (dt_)05=1.0
.! j=_
: MmXSIMEQF (IUtO_tCOEtPRtLI_tEH)
O0 TO (26A_bltc_),M
_el WXIT£ nUTPUT I_PE Bt_B3
eo TO 267
2_Z WRITE OUTPUT T_PE _ti_B5
(_0 TO _67
I Eta7 STOP 5_5
2_,3 FORMAT (17H_ UV_N/UNDERPLUW)
2_;_ FORMAT(IBHO CUb IS SIN(aULAR)
_8 U¢lmm-CflE ( | _ 1)
BC2='COE (9+1 ;'
8C3m-COE (3it)
BC4=-COE (_, I
NCONTm1
NOE=&
HmMINI'
UU _30 I=lt_
830 eO(l)m-COE(It_
,i lZl
i
00000003-TSC08
GO TO
3hi N_m_
N_Em|
P6Sm-P6S
PILm-P;L
KmN/_
D_k)mIi_L(W)
(V_L.I
GO TO _3_
3n2 GO TO (_O_,40b)t_
5n2 KMAXm_J/_
UELtmn_L(K_AX)
N_LmE
PL_m-PLS
PILm-PTL
N_Em2
_C2=-HC_
_C3m-PC3
_CAn=HC4
_0 TO _35
5_b KMAXmN/2
OEL2mOFL(K_AX)
NHLm3
NRNZ
GO TO _35
4_5 KMAXmN/2
UELtm_FL(KM_X)
NRml
NCONTm3
NRLm4
8)_ KMAXnhl/)
O0 836 Km|tKM,_
!i OU 83_ _mEt_
RUT(I_NH_LK)mPII)
C"fl(It'qRtLKlmbbU(i)
RHS(I,_RtLK)m_H.(I)
C_S()tNRtLK)ms_(1)
, RMMT(I,NHeLK)m_HO_T(Z)
CMMT(|_NReLK)=_OP_T(|)
8_U FHS(It(RtLK)mP,(I)
GO TO (_t6eSO_bb)eNRL
5A_ 0_LmDEL2-D_LI
' S_UAH_F(Io/DEL)
_0 TO (8_O_)_L_
840 $_FmSK
_0 TO _45
_4_ SK_mSK
8_b WRITE oUTPUT TAPE _t#lO_UbLl
• '_ W_ITE _UTPUT TA_E _IleDEL2
WN|TE _IUTPUT T_P_ _e_|2ob_k
_10 FORPAT(SOH DE_, OF PLATE A i_)51))
_11FORMAT(_OH D_PL, OF PL_Tb R m_15_)
• #)E FOR_AT(EON UL_L* P_R CUNV, m_|_,5)
_,. 4)3 FURMAT(_OH SPHIN_ RATE mR|5.5)
84q O0 TO (_Sn_/ui_L_
8qO LKm2
_AU O0 TO (Sb_tBb_tUbS)eNCOltT
HC_m-HC2
8C3m-_C3
- : IZZ
00000003-T$C09
_¢_.mHC_
PLSmOoO
PlLmm_oO0
HmHINT
N_e[
-- 8Ab B¢lm_nlll
BG3mHU(3)
PLSmO,q
P|Lm|,qO
N¢ONTm!
NGEm4
HmHZNT
_U TO
B?U PLSm-(SKF/SKPIe_kLL_-OLeGPrQRPeFKF
KMAXmN/2
*WXTE IIJTPUT I_E _oH72tPHLUtDLIPLSoSKFtS_P
87_ FOHMAT(//3pH eeF_S_U_E LOaD m_l_oSt /
132H PRFSEI PHLF L_NVT M CNANGE mE12,St I
p3_H H_ACTJOI_ _XIAL LOAD nE12o_t I
340H _PR|Nts _Ua_TANT FUR AX]AL LOAD mE_t /
4qOH _PpIN(t _Uh_T_NT FUR HRffS_UHE LOAD mE_e_t t )
O0 895 NH_I_2
SNml,O
PLmSN*_LS
,! P_mPR_ebN
: GO TO (_tb_h)tl_H
._ 875 W_ITE _UTPUT ;-P_ h,HT_
_U TO _0
i; 87_ WR_TE OUTPUT I_k& kitty
87b FOHMAT (//|bH eVOH PLAIE _ )
87V FO_AT (//|eH *FOH P_AIE _ )
8PU DO 8R_ Kmpth_^
8_ DFL(K)_PL_PSP(_th_I)+PIeUSp(KtNR_2)
O0 HgO Io_,6
U(_)mtJ_(_tN_tl I _PL$LI_ ( [ tNHt_) *PI
S_(I)mR_S(li,_hoi)_PL*HbS(Z_Nkt_)ePZ
SCR(XlmCH_(T_%_ti)ePL$CUS(_tl_Rt_)ePI
_HOHT(I)mRM_T(_tN_I)#PL tNHt2)*PI
FH ( ] ) mFHS( | tN_,t _) ePL $PHb ( i tNHe_ ) ep[
8RU F (I) m_,)T ( T_NH_ l) eF'L,ROT (| tNRt_ ) eP!
S_AXmO,O
UO ng? ImP,_
DO _97 L=I,2
: SNB_eL-3
SIBSRD(1)$S_H&I)eSN
-'_ IF (SMAX-AR_F(_I)) /O|t.LUdtTOP
_" 7hi S_Xm_SF(_I)
': Z_AXmT
7r_ S_uSCbll),SCH(1)e_l,_
$3mAR_F(_I-5_)
[NAXnf
I_Xmr
;. B_ FO_'_I (I/_I_H _-'^_I_, _ _T_ES5 lhTEg_qTTVm El_,Stt
'i i
00000003-TSC10
'Hh'|TF. "l'ill"ll| I,-li't f-,i._A
I't_llC tl,IrIHl| I,.,l"l t',,|_"ql(t"i_O1)!ll)Fl..,(|iil|_;,illJ|
W_ } "i"_ _IIT I:{IIT { iH" {' i>i |h¢l
li_lTb: ,lilli"l,l l,,i't- ¢_lli_P
WtillK rllnl,'r i.rl- t,,ll,:till,l_llti/lllii',f-il_:illl,9_liill,_il-lfllll,SCflllll
I il2,N)
##Ill. ,-IIITIIIIT I.F-I _, f_i|l, ltl
W{"llf filll'Pli'l l_l_k hili_hillililliIH_*liHl|liiCMi'lMlilllkt=illil f(llilll 7'
INI
llt} ll) ililil'tiv illlilllllO) iI,.CiTItT
ligb, llfAFi I Illul 1{ivl= hiA, IIIIIILiI"IiI, IJIL_I)P,'T
01) 'l'r'!, 14"#0
lOnV CI_t..L l(xll
C 5UHIiOiiYINE SE_,I.uI..(C,1.¢| ,I#O,PTiN_E )
C Ci_LCI.IllITI_ ut. ir_PtlT UAII I_l i.aTlllX FOtl_
SUHIiOIITII',iF_EIol.,uLIC,Hlii'IUiPI,NOE)
UZMFNIION (:(iv+l!,)
TAN/ (X)"bl_'ll, i/C()_F l,%)
AO,iAT_ JF(C t {i _l) )
._ ZMmC(1 t3) ¢tSiNI" (AiJ)-C (i#_il) eCObF (AG)-C (_l{_)
f00 10i_ Ii1,7
r_. inb C( I, 11,,I,lO-C ( l, II
II ilF>_lt li, ll_l'l 3i loO,lu_
"" InO C (_.,/I ,,C (t, 3 ) ¢i¢*l- (C (i_o 1 ) "I; ( l, 1) ) i_*i!
,_, C (l_lli -$(_II F (t. lli2i )
Cli_,211-I .*C I ,.'t*+ itii': (i_ ,_ I
It0 TO lO_t
inb DO lOi"llitl?
:! l_I# CII,2iiZH )
,, InV SPlipO-lt I
: C(l,2)=0.n
:; A(#OllSpllti_.p T ill £
:! A_O:$O,_TF {AG(_)
'; lli_liP ?/_,Glt
i AGllA? _,,_IF( AO,G)
' O0 TO ¢110,11c,,13t_i, N_,t,,
110 O0 II._ I"I,7
I,IOLD-,CI I _ 1 )
ZOLOlC ( I t P l
llIIOLO
l l*,iiOL 'l-Hi
C ( i i 1llIRltICOS_ lt4(l) +TltiSlN_ (ill_)
C ( 1,21 mZl*CO$t' l*4_} -I,¢litS/NI • (A(i)
: Cililll_tl._¢lil)
. liE, CONII_niE
10LlmAIANF IC li t*+i )
': ' AOLTllATANF'ICI/t*iIi
C ( I t_) IITANF I AC_l.l-uil)
:"" C (#,li) nTANF I At.t.. f..lct)
" IlO 1'0 Ili_n,ll/+i3OioN(_l£
. 117 Ill,liE oUTPtIl i_VE _,II.
-'; 118 lOlli_Alll_lHn uLLLOw PI.A1E _)
- _O 1'0 1_3
" illO ill.Ill'E OUTpuT T.PE e,_l_t
'" i_l lO_t_lil(l_i.o l'<,_L.l.llwPt,.AIE _.I)
!"
,@
I
i
?'
_--_-_........... i 24
C C+LP.,Ut+^;/O_+ Uk PUNCT_UN kik.TAlmF) AND laSXlnO)
SUI_f.IOUT|NF YM _I (PeGi_Ntlm.IANUIAtOtt_HC_tNBC2_SVIPtP|I_
) H_ _hCi_tHC3t'L;'+)
O_MFN_OP+ Y(Ju_:tl(t_)t IS(_LM_It I,I(lb0)o OZ(|l_0it OUZ(_SOIt Fllg+0)l
I t_tl._U)_ I_F(l:O)o U(_(lSO)t A1(150)_ A_(lbO)t A3(l_O)t
COMl_Ok' H+ t_Zt uL+'L,Ft Ut OFt r)ot CvP_ &to Aao A3o A_t A_O &6t &Tt
,, C C_t.CUL&TXOm 0_" v _,+0 is +AIRX_ EXCEPT 8,C0
H_IIHeH
Or')_(17 I=lid
t1(I)=000
O0 +,07 Kml,d
41,0_7 YIX.K)=O.O
'.'_ y.( ?9| ) ml O..3. ¢q.++tk| (_.)
_; Y (;_o3 ) m-_. + lt+.++rdtA1 12) i+
"! Y {2e41 =l'+.-bo4+r_*lx I ( _1
• -_ Y ( _ oh) m'bl_ 4'H*- / ( 2 )
ii Ylalh|mle
t_(_1 ml _.*HP4IA_ I_) +t[pz. (_ (_)41@2,,.R(N)4II_) / (_o4_CVI:I)..p)/O
+i 4kl5 YININ,,++)=] .
y {N. N. +'4| =.A. -,co/41 (p+t)
" ! Y(i_oP+-A} =1 +. *+, +'m*_ l (NI
; Y(NoN"|}='6e"Joe41PI4+A|(N)
" - : y (NoN)o-,I._..I,,.eHO_| (k)'mld.e_2eA2 (N)
Y(N.N*I) =| 0.'I' J."l'l'S_ _ (N)
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APPENDIX B
DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM "NONLI_"
Program NONLIN was developed by Battelle Memorial Instituto,
under Air Force contract. It is generally capable of predicting the
nonlinear behavior of bellows plates under a wide range of conditions.
It was used in this study for all nonlinear range analysis and for the
linear range analysis of the S-shaped bellows plates.
Because NONLIN is describ d in detail for the interested reader
in Reference (6) which is available • m the DDC collection, only a
brief description will be presented here.
Capabilities
NONLIN can treat any bellows plate or shell which can be
divided into segments having the following basic chapes:
i (a) cylinder
(b) spheroid
:i (c) ellipsoid
'_ (d) parabaloid
i! (e) conical section
,'i Ii
ii (f) toroid
! The thicknesses of these elements can vary along the meridional
direction. Thus, it can be seen that virtually any axisyrnmetric
plate shape can be treated.
The possible applied loadings are as follows:
(a) pressure acting normal to the plate surface (lb/in 2)
(b) weight of the shell itself (Ib/in3)
(c) dead weight acting on the shell (Ib/inz)
(d) boundary forces, moments, or displacements acting
at the initialand final edges of the structure.
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Load (a) can be specified to vary along the radial direction but must be
axisymmetric unless it can be expressed by a Fourier harmonic
series with eight or less terms. Loads (b) and (c) must be constant
over the element and the shell centorlinc must be vertical.
The elastic properties of the shell (i. e. Young's modulus and
Poisson' s ratio) can vary along the meridional direction.
Computational Method
NONLIN uses a method developed by Kalnins (7, 8). The
general nonlinear shell equations are reduced to a set of six first
order nonlinear differential equations. These are solved by a multi-
segment model which combines direct numerical and finite difference
methods. This method is coupled with a systematic iteration procedure
to solve the nonlinear equations.
Program Limitations
The program was written in FORTRAN IV for the CDC-6400
!i computer. It consists of one main program and 15 subroutines and
; is self-contained except for standard library functions.
The major inherent limitation is that the total number of
segments which can be treated is 60. For simple plate shapes, this
is not a serious limitation, but the number of convolutions for a
complex plate shape becomes limited. This precludes the study of
the effect of edge conditions several convolutions away from the
boundary or the simulation of a convolution in the center of a long ,
bellows core. !
Occasionally, in runs for this study where near 60 segments ,.i
were used, the iteration procedure required for the nonlinear solution i:,
did not converge. • ,_
Other than this segment size limitation, the program was i_
found to be extremely flexible, and economic for predicting bellows i_;
plate behavior '
1
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APPENDIX C
COMPARISON BETWEEN "SEALOL" AND "NONLIN"
FOR LINEAR RANGE ANALYSIS
Program NONLIN can also be used _o obtain a linear solution
for the stresses and deflections in bellow Thus, for the benefit
of a potential future investigator who requires linear range solutions,
the following user-oriented information is documented.
For linear solutions, the required computer time for the two
programs is comparable, NONLIN probably being somewhat faster for
most shapes. Preparation of input data is complex for both programs
and requires comparable time. Here NONLIN is probably also more
convenient due to the documentation available in Reference (6).
If the desired solution is for a single convolution in the central
portion of a long bellows core, SEALOL is likely a more accurate
tool because SEALOL treates a single convolution whose boundary
conditions are provided by an adjacent entirely similar convolution.
It, thus, is not capable of predicting the influence of the end fixtures
on the behavior of the convolution. NONLIN, on the other hand, is
capable of treating only 3 or 4 convolutions adjacent to the end
fixture. Thus, it is capable of predicting end effects but cannot
represent a convolution far away from the end fixture.
Both programs are capable of treating a variety of basic plate
shapes. Because of the method used for describing plate shapes,
however, NONLIN, is more suitable for treating complex convolutions
consisting of coupled segments of basic shapes or stiffening rings.
It also is capable of treating variations in plate thickness across the
span where SEALOL is not.
Another fundamental shape limitation for SEALOL which does
not apply for NONLIN is that it should not be used to treat any shape
where the local plate inclination approaches 90 ° (e. g. near the edges
of a full toroidal span) since the form of the equations used has a
singular point in this case. Thus, it is suitable only for shallow
plate elements.
Finally, the programs were each developed for a different
computer although each is written in FORTRAN. Modifications in
control and format statements are often required in adapting a program
written for one machine to another machine. This was found to be
the case for NONLIN which was originally written for a Control
Data computer. Modifications would have been required in the program
to use it on an IBM machine. Thus, for convenience, it was used
on a CDC-6600. The FORTRAN II used for SEALOL is compatible
with the IBM 7090 and 7094 systems.
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Another factor affecting the use of program NONLIN is the large
memory required, approaching 100,000 words. This again is compatible
with the CDC 6600 system which has a 100K memory, but is too large
for those systems which only have 32K available without augmentation.
" Thus, a dimension statement modification would be necessary and the
number of plates treated is limited.
On balance, it is recommended that the Battelle program,
NONLIN, be used for any case where it _s suitable, because of the
available documentation and its inherent flexibility and generali_y in
treatment of plate shapes.
!
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APPENDIX D
TABULATION OF COMPUTER RUNS AND PLOTS OF THE
STRESS DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE
SYMMETRICALLY-STACKED TOROIDAL BELLOWS
Computor Runs
A tabulation o_ all computer runs made on Program NONLIN
to investigate the behavior of the symmetrically-stacked toroidal
bellows plates is given in Table D-I. This data is plotted and
discussed in the main body of this report.
The nomenclature used in Table D-I is defined in Figure D-1.
Stress Distributions
Figures D-Z, D-3, and D-4 shows the distribution of the four
principal stress components as predicted for opposed plates having
included angles of 180 °, 120 ° and 60 °, respectively. The loading
assumed for these plates was a combined 500 pei pressure differential
and an axial plate deflection of 5 mils. For each plate, a 5 rail
thickness was used.
_ In Table D-I, the maximum combined stress intensity (twice
the maximum shear stress) is tabulated for the various critical cases.
This value is obtained by taking the maximum local difference between
principal stress components.
!,
1
t
! I"
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, &_b = d)f'q_i = included angle of the toroid, degrees
•: r = radius of the toroidal arc, inches (Z. 54 x 10 "z m)
_ t = plate thickness, inches (2. 54 x 10 -2 m)
" 5 = axial plate deflection, mils (2.54 x 10 "5 m)
x i
-5
6 = radial plate deflection at inner edge, mils (Z. 54 x 10 m)
'; 6 -- radial plate deflection at outer edge, mils (2. 54 x 10 -5 m)
ii rfq
.:i p = pressure load, psi (6.89 x 103 newtons/m 2)
-- axial reaction force per unit circumference at the sealtng
i Np diameter, lbs/in (5.67 x 10 .3 newton/m),t
A N = the difference between the actual axial force, Np, under the
_. P applied loads and that calculated from a linear solution
with the applied loads, lbs/in (5. 67 x 10 .3 newton/m)
,_ D = change in effective diameter, percent
_mm = merldlonal maximum stress, Kpsl (6.89 x I06 newton/m 2)
Crmb = meridional bending stress, Kpsi (6.89 x 106 newton/m 2)
" _ _ = combined maximum stress, Kpsl (6,89 x 106 newton/m 2),
"I " m_tx
',ii Figure D-I. Definition of Nomenclature.
• ,' b
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APPENDIX E
TABULATION OF COMPUTER RUNS AND PLOTS OF
SAMPI,% _,TRESS DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE
P,,ES'fED TOROIDAL BELLOWS
Computer Runs
Thi_ appendix presents the data obtained from computer runs
..ladeusing program NON_IN _o perform a parametric analysis of the
ne_ted toroidal bellows. The definition of nomenclature is given in !
Table E-t. Most of the variables are also shown graphically in
Figu.e ?_ ot the main body. A tabulation of the computer results if
g_ven in Table E-2.
Stress Distributions
In order to illustrate the nature of the stress distributions
wnich occur in the nested toroidal bellows, the case of Run No. Z9
which is close to the final recommended configuration was chosen as
an example. The general configuration of the four convolution stack
used for the computer run is shown in Figure E-I. The shells have
an included angle of 160 ° and the dimensions o_ the shells and the
: stiffener plates are shown in the figure.
'_he four principal stress components are plotted inFigures E-Z
through E-5 for fo_zr successive plates from the fixed boundary or end.
The stresses are plotted across the span versus angle, _, which is
defined as increasing from the inner to the odter edge as shown in
Figure E-1.
Comparing the first shell to the third shell, it can be seen that
some variation .)ccurs near the outer edge which would be expected
since the first shell is at the fixed boundary at the outer edge. The
distributions for the second and fourth shells, however, are
essentially identical. Thus, it appears that the influence of the boundary
dies out quickly and that the results will not vary between the two
similar plates of succeeding convolutions beyond the second.
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Tabl_ E-1
Definition of NornenclaturQ
P = pressure, psi
6x = axial deflection, milli-inches
6r = radial deflection, milli-inches
S = span, inches
R m = mean radius, inches
r = radius of torotd, inches
t = shell thickness, milli-inches
L s = length of stiffener ring, inches
_R s = thickness of stiffener ring, inches
A¢ = included angle of toroid, degrees
= angular deflection, milli-radians
n = number of convolutions
! Fx = axial reaction force per unit circumference, lbs/inch
,!
.= :: F r = radial reaction force per unit circumference, lbs/inch
M = reaction moment per unit circumference, in-lbs/inch
_ = Lhe dL_f_re_._ebefween the actual axial reaction force
P per unit circumference at the seahng dia_neLe,' "_n'.lcr
the applied Loads and that calculated from a Linear
solution under these Loads, lba/in (5. 67 x 10 "3
newtons/m)
Z
= combined maximum stress, K psi (6. 89 x 10 6
! max /mz), newtons
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APPENDIX F
STIFFNESS RELATIQNSI41PS FQR THE RADIALLY
CORRUGATED BELLOWS
Intrnduction
The nonlinear analysis of the simple opposed toroidal bellows
showed that the change in offccttve diameter over the desired range of
axial dJlcct!on is beyond the de,_ign goal.
The normal toroidal plate is very stiff circumferentially. Thus,
as it is deflected, each plate fiber resists moving in or out with
respect to the plate centerline. This produces radial bending or
curvature change in order to accommodate the deflection. The
curvature change or angular deflection across the span is plotted in
Figure 30 of the main body of this report. The plate distortion
produced in this manner could have the effect of altering the reaction
forces and moments produced by subsequent pressure loading and, thus,
change the effective diameter.
It has been hypothesized that the corrugation of the bellows
plate around its circumference (corrugation peak lines and valleys
hying in the radial direction) would mitigate the plate distortion pro-
duced by axial deflection and, thus, improve linearity or constancy
i of effective diameter.
Unfortunately, analytical techniques within the scope of this
study cannot treat a non-isotropic bellows plate of this type. Thus,
it is recommended that a radially corrugated opposed toroid bellows i
be fabricated and tested for linearity compared with a similar _
uncorrugated one. In order to arrive at a design for this experimental _
bellows which produces significant variations in the relevant plate I!
"_ stiffnesses, a simplified analysis was performed to determine the i_
.... important stiffness ratios as functions of corrugation geore.etry. This
analysis is summarized in this appendix.
Geometry
The geometry assumed for the analysis is shown in Figure F-l,
where the principal nomenclature is also defined. For simplicity, a
flat-topped corrugation was used, However, it is felt that the results
provide a good approximation for the characteristics of any corrugations i.
,' .... having a half wavelength, )t , and a mean height, h.
.C
. _.
L,.4,,
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A I
;i
'; t _i.
'i I ' L
i Midplane
:I i
i i .i
,i 45 Corrugation 'i_: _',
Midpoint "i),,
Section A-A
9 - included angle of the toroid
t - plate thickness
,, 0 o angular coord_._ate
r - radius of the b, se toroid
h - height of the corrugation
- half wavelength of the corrugatien
Figure F-I. Schematic Diagram and Definitionof Nomenclature
for the Radially Corrugated Toroid
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Radial Direct Stiffness
The radial direct stiffness per unit length for an uncorrugated
! plate is simply
E = Et (F-I)KRD - Ao
sinca the area per unit length is
A° - t (F-z)
For the corrugated case of Figure F-I, the total area per half
wavelength, k, is,
A_. = t (× - h +,/_-h) (r-3)
:. Thus, the radial direct stiffness becomes,
_'_' (KRD)corr. = --k E = Et + (_-- 1) (F-41 !::
_ and the correction factor or ratio of corrugated stiffness to
'I tmcorrugated stiffness is given by,
iI['i !
:i_i (ZRD)corr. h (F-S) i'!
"_:... l'_ fRD = I<RD = i + (,/-T- 1) x-
li'i Radial Bending Stiffness '_
_ i,_ Neglecting Poisson effects as an approximation, the radial ,
, bending stiffness .for the uncorrugated plate is,
.. t 3
• , KRB = IoE = _ (F-6)
2?
i. ..... T_king th_ bending moment of inertia of one half wavelength of the
,, corrugated plate about its midplane gives,
t
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Thus, the correction factor for the corrugated case becomes,
___ h _-_z) (F-S)Ix/× = i-_- +3 -(I- 3fRB = I°
Circumferential Direct Stiffness
For the uncorrugated case the circumferential direct stiffness
is the same as the radial direct stiffness or,
,i
" KCD = Et (F-9)
[
For the corrugated case, one must consider the quarter wavelength
free body diagram of Figure F-Z where symmetry dictates that the
corrugation midpoint is equivalent to a fixed boundary and that the
midplane is an inflection point with no moment. At the corner of the
corrugation segment, equilibrium dictates that,
Ml = Z h__ (F-10)Z
and the deflections can be written a_;,
51 - Fz(kEt-h) )
M I (×-h) rn (×-h)
',i e = Z E1 = 4 El
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corrugation
midpoint
_F
F "4""-'- midplane
F16
Figure F-2. Free Body Diagram of a Quarter
Wavelength of a Corrugation Under
Cireurnfer ential Loa d
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• • t
. b
where
. t3 (F-la)
I= 1--a-
.i
Defining 6 Z as the deflection at the end under F when the corner is
fixed gives,
6a = _z ( ( + j--_-( T E-T j-/-
The total deflection, 5, can be obtained by adding the effects of the
above .according to,
h +56=q+°iT a
I (F-14)+ h2 ×-h) +
'i
Thus, the equivalent direct stiffness is,
   Ol°orr.: ! 	x"= - " tTJj {r-_:!
and the correction factor is
t
:! Z -I
ii fCD = I - (I - .__I) ( + 3 - (I - (F-16) I
J.
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Circumferential Rending Stiffness
The corrugations will not have an effect on the circumferential
bending stiffness. Thus, the correction factor is simply,
fCB = 1 (F-17)
Numerical Values
If it is assumed that the corrugation .amplitude varies across
the span from zero to a maximum amplitude, H, at the midpoint
according to the relations,
o -%)h= ZH( _ Oo < 0 < _z
,i (z-18)
_ 0. - 0
h = 2H( I Ir
_ "} -.T.<o < o.
i
"rr
; then the following values can be found at the midpoint, 0 = "-E' for
!! the four correction factors,
fRD = I.083
,': = 17.5
,i fR B
iI
i fCD = 0.056
i
'! fCB = 1
' where
H = I0 mils (Z. 54 x 10 .4 meters)
-3
k = 50 rails (I. Z7 x I0 meters)
• t = 4 mils (1.016 x 10 "4 meters)
;! This typical case shows that the radial bendinf, stiffness increases
by a factor 17 while the cirvumferential sHffn,_ss decreases by a
factor of 18. It is felt that a variation of ths magnitude from the
uncorrugated case should be sufficient for experimental evaluation.
!
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Use of the various relationships of this appendix also allows
prediction of the effect of any other corrugation configuration of this tyl_e.
'!
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